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ABSTRACl 
In this thesis. stat istical and cosUbendit analyses arc used to validate and ju~tify the 
usc o f a sales-aptitudc test for selection of successful recruiters. Using samples of 
expcrienced recruiters, with historical records of mission achievement. a recruiler's 
successfulness/unsuccessfulness was eva luated by pre-determined Measufl:s of Recruiter 
Effectivencss. After grouping recruilcrs based on lime served as a recruiter, sevel-al 
statistica l hypothesis tests were performed to detennine the effectiveness of the 
sa les-apt itude test in predicting, and disti nguishing between, successful and unsuccessful 
recruiters. Additionally, sales-aptitude test score da ta WilS obtained on a control group of 
non-recruiters. Using this data, in conjunction with that of experienced recru iters, several 
more statist ica l hypothesis tests werc used to detennine if the test can be used to screen 
those candidat!: recfui ters who can successfull y complete the Army Recruitcr Course 
Based on findin~s that the s!:kcted sales-aptitude test could only bc uscd as il screen ing 
dev ice in the recruiter selection process, and not to predict rec!1liter success in the fidd . a 
nonex haustiv!: cost/benefll analysis was pcrformed to justify the use of the test in a 
scree ning role . The cost/benefit analysis indicated that the seil:eted Silks-aptitude tesl , 
u~ed in a screen ing rok. could save the US Anny Recruiting Com mand and the IJS Anny 
ilnywhcre fro m an appro.\ imate minimum of $500,000 to an approximate maximum of 
$5 .000,000, annually , 
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EXEC UTIVE SUMMARY 
Current United States Army Rccru iti ng Command (USAR EC) records show that an 
unacceptably high percentage of recruiters is being lost cach year for their inability to 
meet a mission quota of recruits on a monthly, quanerly and/or annua l basis. 
Additiona lly, thc Anny Recruiter Coursc (ARC) is expericncing an unacceptably high 
[('vel of candIdate recruiter losses each ycar due to coursc faIlures. The annual losses of 
recrui ters and recruiter candidates arc costing USAREC and thc US Army approximately 
sevcn million dollars cach year. Therefore, a requiremcnt exists to determine iftherc are 
any "instruments" available to USAREC to aid in the selection of future (successful) 
recruiters. thus providing a subslanllal cost savings to USA REC and the US Army. 
The Commander. USAREC. is responsible for proposing necessary changes 10 
selection critcria for assigrullcnt of personnel to USAREC. Although current selection 
critena ensure that personnel assigned to USAREC have high moral character, emotional 
and financial stability, outstanding personal appearance and bearing. and a favorable 
record of service in previous assigrunents, they do not ensure that USAREC personne l 
possess any degree of sales ability. Therefore. a deciSIon was made to initiate a pilot 
study concerning salcs-aptltude testing and to validate/Justify its usc in selection of 
success ful recruiters 
xiii 
The primary question this pilot study intended to answer was, "Can a selected sales-
aptitude test be used to select future (succe~sful) recruiters, thus aiding in reducing the 
number of fai lures USAREC is experiencing among its Transitional Training and 
Evaluation (rTE) and field force recruiters?". A second question was. "Can a selected 
sales-aptitude test be used to decrease the number of failures IJSAREC is experiencing at 
the ARC?" . A fina l question was, "Are there any roles in which a selected sales aptitude 
h::st could bl;:: used to save IJSAREC and thc US Anny money?". 
This study used statistical and cost/benefit analyses to validatcljustify the use of a 
selected sales-aptitude test for selection of successful recruiters. Using samples of 
experien(;ed recruiters. with historical records of mission adlievement, a recruiter's 
successfulness/unsuccessfulncss was evaluated by pre-detcnnined Measures of Recruiter 
Effectivencss (MOREs). The two MOREs used in this study were developed on the basis 
of a recruiter's mission. One MORE used a recruiter's cumulative mission assigned and 
mission achieved data to compute a cumulative-pcrcent-success figure, while the second 
MORE used monthly mission assigned and mission al,;hieved data to compute an 
average-pcrccnt-SU(;CeSS figure. Both MOREs took quality of recruits into ac(;Ount, as 
well as Delayed Entry Program (DEP) losses. After placing recruiters into groupings. 
hased on time served as a recruiter, sl;::veral statistical hypothesis tesls were perfonned 
using the success/nonsuccess and sales-aptitude tes t score data. tJolh parametric and 
nonparametric methods were used to detennine the effectiveness of the sales-aptitude test 
in predicting, and distinguishing hetween. successful and unsuccessful recruitcrs 
Additionally, salcs-aptitudc It:SI score data was obtained on a control group of 
non-rccnliters_ Usmg Ihis data, in conjunct ion with Ihal of experienced recrui ters. scvcral 
more statistical hypothesis tests were used to oetennine the scrcening capability of the 
selected sales-aptitude test 
Resu lts obtained from tht: statistical teSb indicatcd that the sales-aptitude test is 
incapable of distinguishing (by itsel!) between successful and unsuccessful recruilers 
when measuring success/nonsuccess by eithcr of thc two MOREs devcloped in this pilo t 
study Additionally. results also indicated that the saies"aptitude tcst cannot be 
cmpirica lly validated 10 function as a prcdictor of successful/unsuccessful recruiters (by 
itsel!) when using the mcthod of validation employed in tillS study. As a result of these 
fin dings. the se lected sa les-aptitude test is not secn (by itself) as an eifeetive aid in the 
selection of successful recruiters, nor in reduc ing Ihe number of failures USAREC is 
c;o;.pcriencing among its TTl: and field force recmiters each year 
The sclcrted sales-aptitude test has. howevcr, been partially validated, by the 
rndhod employed in th is pilot study. to function as a screening device in the recruiter 
selection process. Functioning in this capacity. the sales-aptitude lest can reduce the risk 
of ARC failures by ensuring th<ll only those recruiter candidates possessing a minimum 
degree of sa les :lptilUde are selected to attend the ARC. Addit iona lly , functioning as a 
scree ning dl:vice, lhc selected sales-aptitude tes t can be used to identify those recruiter 
cillldirlates with a level of sales aptilllde cq uill 10, or greater than that of a trained 
recru iter. thus earmarking them as candidates not requiring the instruclion given at the 
ARC These recruiter candidates would be sent direct ly to a recruiting battalion where 
they would be taught those recruiter specific tasks missed at the ARC, prior to ~t,uting the 
TTE program 
l3ased on findings that the selected sales-aptitude test could only he used by itself 
as a screening device in the recruiter selection process, a nonexhaustive cost!henefit 
analysis was perfonned to Justify the use of the test in a screening role. The costlbeneflt 
analysis indicated that the selected sales-aptillLde test, used in a screening role, could 
create approximate savings to the US Am1y Recruiting Command and the US Army in 
the range of $500,000 to $5 ,000,000 Additional avenues of re~earch were suggested by 
the5e results and are discussed 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Commandcr, Unitcd States Army Rccruiting Command (USA REC), is 
responsible for proposing necessary changes 10 sclection criteria used to select personnel 
for assignment to USAREC. The selection criteria are intcnded to cnsure that a ll 
USAREC pcrsonne l have high moral character, emotional and finan ci al stability, 
oUistanding personal appearance and bearing, and a favorable rccord of service in 
pre vious assignments [Ref. 1, p. 3]. The se lection cnteria do not, however, ensure that 
USAREC personnel possess any degree of sa lesmanship ability. In this study, statistical 
and cost/benefit analyses are used to validate and justify the use of a sales-aptitude lest 
for US Army recruiter selection. 
A. BAC K G RO U:\,D 
I. C enera l 
Current USAR EC records show that rccnl iters are "washing out" at a rate o f 
300-800, or five to ten percent of the recruiting force, each year [Rcf. 2, p. I]. Of this 
group. 65 to 76 percent, or 200-600 recruiters, arc being separated due to their inability to 
meet a mission quota of recruits on a monthly, quarterly. and/or annual basis lRe f 2, p 
I}. Additionally, the Army Recruiter Course (ARC) loses approximately 150 recruite r 
candidates, or apprO}limately len percent of its students, each year due to course failures 
[Ref. 2, p. 1J . These exceedingly_ high relief rates and ARC failure rates are costing 
USAIH:C and the US Army approxinwtcly seven million dollars each year. Therefore, a 
requirement exists to determine if there are any "instruments" available to USAREC 
which could aid in the selection of fu ture (successful) recrui ters, thus providing a 
suhstantial cost s,lVings 10 USAREC and the US Army 
2. Study 
The Commander, USAREC, recommends to the Cnmmanding General, US 
Total Army Personnel Command lPERSCOM), proposed changes 10 selection criteria for 
personnel assigned to l!SAREC [Ref. 1, p. 3]. The current selection criteria are outlined 
in Anny Regulation (AR) 601 - 1, Assignment of Enlisted Personnel to the US Army 
Recruiting Command, and can be found in Appendix A. Procedures for volunteering or 
being nominilted for recruiting duty arc outlined in AR 60 1-1, and include the selection 
niteria found in Appendix A. A summary ofthese procedures for a volunteer or nominee 
and the associated forms can be found in Appendix 13 
To help understand where recruiting failures occur, it is useful to create a "road 
map" of a recruiter's progression from recruiter Cillldidate to field force recruiter [Rcf. 2, 
pp_ 3-4]. The following diagrams trace a recruiter's path, both prior to and after obtaining 
the recruiter badgc. 
Figure 1. Recruiter Pre-Badge Path . 
~~ 
~ 
Figure 2. Recruller Post-Badge Path . 
Success. as defined by VSAR EC Manua l 100-5. is a reclui ter's ahility to make 
his. or her assigned miSSIOn quota every month li nd, If possible. to go beyond the 
ilssi g,ned mission [Ref. 4. p. 51. Furthermore. the manual identifi es those traits which 
USAREC believes a successful recruiter must possess: salesmanship ability, energy and 
~n(hu~iasm, communication skills, planning/organizational skills, integrity and leadership 
(Hd_ 4, p_ 7 1-13 1J 
USAREC Regulation 350-4 defines a recruiter who tails to net 100 percent o f 
his or her mission quota as a low producer, or unsuccessful recruite r. A low producer can 
be classified as indrective if he, or she fa ils to demonstrate sat isfactory progress in the 
Transitional. Training, and Evaluation (TTE) program, or while on an Individual Training 
Plan ( IT P) I Ref I , pp. 13-14j. The TTE program is for new recruiters with less than nine 
months as a recruiter, and an ITP is fo r recruiters with greater than nine months of 
r~crU!ling duty [Ref 5, p. I J Both programs provide hands-on tra ining and 
reassessments for low prooucing recm iters. rhose r~cruiters classified as ineffective :m: 
recommended for involuntary reclassirlcation andlor reassignment in accordance with AR 
601-1 
A HlaJor shortfall was discovered whUe examining existing data relevant to 
predicting recn Jiter success: the available data was only administrative in natur~_ Other 
exist ing data, not made available for review due to its sensitive nature. included 
information on all previously listed tr.lils excepl salesmanship ability. This unavail ahle 
in fonnation was contained in the pm;kets prepared on volunteer and nominee recnliter 
applicants during the recruiter selection process. No data concerning sales aptitude of 
recnJ il.e rs existcd. In fact, it was discovered that the recrui ting military occupational 
specia lty (MaS) was the only tcchnical MOS in the Anny that did not requi re a screening 
<lrlilude lest. I Therefor;: , <I decision was made to init ia te a pilot study concerning sales 
apti tude testi ng and validate/jLJstify its us~ In (successful) rceru iter selection 
8, PRO BLE M STATEME NT 
The primary question this pilot study intends to answer is, "Can a selected 
sales-apt itudc t~$t bt LJsed to Stltct future (sw:cessful) rterui ters. thus aiding in reducing 
the number of failurcs USAREC is experiencing among its TTE and fie ld force 
recruiters?"- A second, equally impot1ant question "('an a selected s;J.les-aplitude tes t 
be used to dccrease tht number of failures USA REC is ex.perlencing at the ARC?" , A 
fin al question to be answered "Are there any roJe$ ill which J $electcd sales-aptitude 
test cou ld bt: used 10 savc USAREC and the US Army motlcy?" 
C. WO IlKI NG HYPOTHESES 
The following four working hypotheses, generated at the start of th is study, form 
the basis ofth~ data ana lysis for validation of the s<l1cs-aptitude tesT 
I, Th~ sa l ~s-apt i!Ude test distinguishes bdween those possessing some of 
sales comprehension and those with liTtle or no sales ,1ptitude, ilnd thus 
as a screening device 
The lest d istinguishes between those who are recruiters and those who ,He not 
3 The test dist ingUishes bel\\l~en successful and unsuccessful recruiters 
,,,,,,,,,,,;,,",,,","" being detelmincd by :1 Measure of Recruiter EtTectiveness 
4 There is a positive eorrelation between varying dtgrees of sLJecess/nonsueecss and 
,\.1~ iQ r A I I'ol konen, USAIUT PA&F spoke5 rn~n, comrnunil~t el.j this m J meet ng In Ap,,1 
D. SOLUTION APPU.OACH 
In samples of experienced n:cruiters, with historical records of mission 
achievement, Sllccess or nonsuccess was dctcrmined by pre-determined Measures of 
Rccruiter Effectiveness (MORE). Once recruiters have been evaluatcd as 
successful /unsucccssful according to a certain MORE, statist ical hypothesis testing. 
consisting of correlation tl;;sts and t-tests, can establish an initial validation of the test. 
Specifically, the statistical hypothcsis tests can act as gatcs, providing a ~ 
condition for validating tIle overall working hypotheses stated in paragraph E above 
However. the hypothesis tests will 1I0t provide a sufficient condition to validate the 
sales-aptitude test. That condition can only be met with further test in g and tracking. over 
time, of prospective recruitcrs as they pass through recruiter school, the subsequent TfE 
period, and then prodw.:tion on the Job as rccruiters. 
Data for the above mentioned statistical hypothcsis testing was obtained from both 
recruiters and a control group of non-rccruiters. Hypotheses tests werc conducted both 
solely within the group of non-rccruiters and between recru iters and non-recruiters, again 
acting as gates to thc initial validation of the sales-aptitude lest 
After va lidation, one must justify the usc of the sales-aptitude test for recruiter 
scleetion. This was accomplished through a cost/benefit analysis. Costs, both tangible 
and intangible. were used to develop a cost model for thc replacement of a 
failed/meffeet ive recrui ter. These costs. in turn, become the justification for using the test 
to assist in the selection of (successful) recruitcrs 
E. THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis uses statistical and coSVhenefit analyses to validate and justify the use 
of a sales·apti tude test for (suCCCSS!i.l[) recJUiter selcction. Chapter II describes the 
selected sa les.aptitude test. why it was selected, and discusses why. where, how, when 
and to wholll it was administered. Additionally, tbis chapter describes the establi shment 
of tilt: database used in thc analysls. The development of .\10[{Es. why they arc 
appropria te. actual analysis of \10RE's data , ,md hypothesis testing are the subjects of 
Chapter ilL Chapter IV de~cribe~ the results of the analysis and how they rclate to the 
sa les-apti tude test being used as a screening device III the recruiter selection process. 
Additionally. this chapter focus<:s on the cost-effect iveTlcss of the tesL The last chapter 
consists of a summary, tentative conclusions. and recommendations result ing from this 
research. 
II. SALES~APTITUDE TEST SELECTION, VALIDA TlO1\" AND SAI\1PLING 
MF.TItODS, ANn DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 
This chaptC[ describl:s tbe Saks Comprl:hcnsion Tl:st and discusses bricfly why it 
was chosen for this study. The test validation method. as well as the sampling proccdures 
used to colle!.:t thc d<lta necded to valid<lte the test, arc also outlined. Finally, thc 
development of tbe database used as a hasis for all analysis conducted in this study is 
briefly discussed 
A, SALES-APTlTUDE TEST SELECTION 
In the early stages of analysis, it was discovered that existing data relevant to 
predicting recruiter success only existed in the form of non-test predictors, specifically an 
interview and <lpplic<ltion. The interview fomlat <lnd application fomls !.:an be found in 
Appendix B. Informal intcrviews with actual recruiters and an initial literature review of 
recruiting manuals reveakd that sales aptitude was a skill required of recruiters, but not 
one measured prior to selecting a soldil:r for recruiting duty. Therefore, a decision was 
madl: to initiate a pilot study concerning sales aptitude testing and validate/justify its use 
in (~uccessful) recruiter selection 
In selecting a sales-aptitude test to he used as a predictor variable, sevcral 
considerations were Illade. These eonsidcrations are consistent with tbose recommended 
by McKenna [Ref. 6, pp. 24-60J. They are 
I . The test needed to measure one's sales ability and potential, since it would bc used 
as a predictor of successful recmiters. 
2. It needed to he designed as an individual test since individual recmiters would be 
the independent sample memhers used in the analysis. 
J rhe test needed to be self-adnllnistering and rcquire less than one hour to 
complete, so as not to present a hurden to the recruiter taking the test 
4 The test results needed to he expressed quantitatively for purposes of analysis 
5 The test used in the pilot study would havt~ to be I:ommercially available since 
timc constraints placed on the study and limited knowledge of sa lcs did not allow 
fo r the design and validation ofa new tes t. 
o The commercially availahle test would have to be relativcly inexpensive and 
readi ly availahle bel:ause ofhudget and time constraints placed on the study. 
7 The selected test would h'l.Ve to appear to measure sales aptitude and potential, 
thus possessing face validity with regards 10 this study 
is The chosen test would have to he re liable so as to give consistent results from one 
time to another 
Four commercially available tests were wnsldered for the pilot study. Thcy were 
1. The Sales-Aptitude Test: ETSA Test iA by Employer's Test and Serv ices 
Associates, Inc 
2. The Sales Aptitude Check List by Science Research Associates, Inc. 
The Sales Motivation Inventory, Revised by Martin M. Bruce. Ph.D., Publishers 
4. The Sales Comprehension Tcst Form M. Revised by Martltl M. Bruce, Ph .D., 
Puhlishers. 
Wi th timc-IO-I:omplete and cost considerations being the primary eli minating 
factors fo r three of the four tests, the 30 question Sales Comprehension Test (Form M, 
Rev1sed) published by Martin M Bru.:e, PhO. was sele.:ted' as thc pilot-study predictor 
variahle. The test was commercially and readily available, and fou nd to be used in 
markcts stlling such products as: cosmetics. ekctronics equ ipment. urban and rural 
petroleum, office equipment, insurance, phannaceutical supplies, perfumes, paint, 
hardware, and encyclopedias [Ref. 7, pp. 9-11 J. The Sales Comprehension Test was 
designed to aid in the appraisal of an individual 's sales ability and potential, and to 
provide an objective (quantitative) measure of one's sales aptitude [Ref. 7. p. 2]. The 
selected test was designed to he self-administering and have no time limit for completion 
However, the examinee is encouraged to work quickly and /lot spend much time on any 
one quest ion, Historical data on the test showed that most subjects only required IS 10 20 
minutes to complete the test [Ref. 7, p_ 2]. and the experience gained from this study 
supported this data 
Existing validation data made available in the Sales Comprehension Test 
Examiner's Man ual revealed that the test was an effective instruml;.':nt in distinguishing 
between groups of sales and non-sales personnel. Findings from historical statistical 
hypothesis testing suggested that there was less than om: chance in 100 that means of 
these different samples were not significantly different. In three cross-validation studies 
since the test's original validation, the same findin,ll;S were fo und. In add ition to this 
emplrical validity, the test also possessed face valid ity for the purposes of the pilot sllldy 
[Ref. 7. pp. 3-4] 
A predictor variable, a test in this case, is more likely to be reliable if the directions 
are specific and if scoring does not require subjective judgment lRef. 6, pp. 35-36]. The 
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Sa les Comprehension Test is se lfadmmistering; therefore, its instructions are vcry 
speci fic . The test provided an objective measure of one'~ sales ability, thus conta ining no 
subjectivity. Also, it is suggested that the test have a known reliability coe fficient of at 
least 0 .75 [Ref. 6, p. 35}. One way of delemli ni ng the re liability of a test is to administer 
it to the same group of people on two different occasions and correlate the two sets of 
,~cores (Re[ 6, p. 33 1. This is known as the test-retest method. If tllC person scoring 
highest on the o riginal tesl scored highest on the retest, and the second highest on the 
orig ina l was second highest on the retest, and so on, the coeffic ient o f re liabi lity would be 
one . If no relationship existed, the re liability coefficicnt would be c lo:>c to zcro. The 
equation used to ca lculate the reliability coefficient is the same as that used to calculate 
Pearson's product fIIome nt correlation coefficient. It is, as defmed by Conover [Ref 8 , r 
25 1] 
Existing re liahil ity data made available in the Sales Comprehension Test 
Examiner's Manual showed that fou r tests of reliability . using the te.';t -retest method of 
verifying reliability. produced re liabili ty cocflieients of 0 .7 1 (0.79 when corrected for 
homogeneity). 0.88 . 0.8 1, and 0 .73 (uncorrected for homogenei ty) [Ref. 7, pp. n~J 
These rel iabi li ty coefficients were suffleielllly high to warrallt cOllfidence in consl.>teney 
of measurement in group si tuations 
Even though the Sales Comprehension Test had demonstrated its value within 
several sales organizations as a predictor of successful salesmen [Ref. 7, pp_ 4-9J , it 
needed to be empirically val idated within the USAREC organization in order to guarantee 
its validity as a predictor of n:cruiter success A copy of the Sales Comprehension Test 
can he found in Appendix C. 
B. VALIDATION AND SAMPLING METHODS 
I. Validation Method 
Then:: are two methods in which to empirically validate a predictor variable. 
One method is known as the follow -up method. This method's name is derived from the 
fact that the predictor is administered at the time of application, and then, aller the 
employees (recruiters) have ~en on the job long enough for effectiveness measures to be 
obtained, a determination is made on whether or not a suffic iently high correlation, or 
relationship, exists between the predictor ~cores and effectiveness scores. Tht: second 
method is the present-employee method. Here. predictor data is collected on CU1TCnt 
employt:t:s (recrui ters) who have heen working long enough for effectiveness data to be 
available. rRef. 6. pp. 96-971 
The follow-up method has the following advantages and disadvantages They 
are consistent with those outlined in McKenna [Ref. 6, p. 99J . 
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u. Follow-up Method Ad~'unrage.~ 
(I) The range ofprediclOr scores is broader since this method would include 
those who have fa iled the ARC and TIE program. 
(2) The predictor score is not intlucnccd by factors sllch as tra ining, Job 
experience, attitude. and spec ia l motivation since it would be obta ined prior to a soldier's 
entry into the ARC 
(3) This method provides for a morc thorough valldat i ~n of the predictor 
variable. 
h. Follow-up Method Di.(udvunrages 
( \ ) This method requires sufficient time to collect effectiveness data on 
individuals tested prior to tra ining, so that a corre lation coefficient call be computed 
between pred ictor and effectiveness measures. 
(2) Resource requirements have to be extended to cover the entire data 
tracking/collection period, th us increas ing research costs 
The present-employee method hilS the following advantages and disadvantages 
L ike the fol low-up method, these advantage~ and disadvantages are consistent with those 
outlined in McKenna [Ref, 6, p, 99]. 
(', Prt'.~ent-Employee Method Advantage,l' 
(I) Efft:ctivcncs data is readily avai lable on individuals tested, thus involving 
minimal nr no lime de lays for data collection 
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(2) Resource requircmcnts arc minimal as a consequcnce of less time spent in 
data tracki ng/collection effort 
d. Pre~'ent-Employee Methlld Disadvantages 
(I) The range of predictor scores is narrower si nce this method docs not 
include those who have failed the ARC and TTE program. 
(2) It is possible that factors such as training and job e.'lpericncc could cause 
an improvemcnt in a recnJitcr's score on the predictor var iable (test) 
Because time and moncy resources were somewhat limited in this study and 
because this study was only designed to be an ini tial validation test, the prcscnt-employee 
method of validation was choscn. furthcr, only one test was sclected to administcr. Now 
that a method of validation had been chosen. a method of sampling current rccnJitcrs 
needed to be selected 
2. AssUIIIlltions and Rationale for the Sampling Method 
rhl: dl:cision was made to sample from two locations, rather than one, and to 
compare thl: rl:sults from the different sites. Two locations was felt to be alkquate for 
th is initial validat ion effort 
A combination of three fonns of sampling was used to collect thc data They 
convenience, judgment, and exhaustivl: (random) sampling [Rcf. 9. pp. 240-24 1]. 
Convenience and Judgment sampl ing were used to select the two recruiting battalions 
from wh ich rccmiters would be tcsted 
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rhe locatiom from which 10 select the two batlalions to test , the North-East and 
\Vesl coasts, were chosen not on ly for convellic!!!:c but also to assure quality control. 
Specifi cally, quality-control personnel would be availahle at these two locations during 
the time period allocated for testing and data collection 
The two battalions selected for the test ing, one on the North-East CO:lst and the 
other on the West coast, were selected as a resul t of judgment sampling. Selection was 
based on the battalions' overall standing in USAREC's Smart Book , and how long it~ 
recruiter zones had been stabil ized. The Smart Hook facilitated lhe ~clcc!ion of battalions 
which were felt to be n:prcsentative of the entire recruiting battalion popu lat ion, based on 
thei r standing amongst other recruiting battalions_ Oy <:n~uring Ihat. recruiting zones had 
been stabilized in t he battalions selected, one would be ensuring that r<:eruiters within 
those battalions wefe given an adequate ~hare of the recruiting market from which to 
rccruiL Therefore, the recruiters selected to test and collect effectiveness data on all had 
all equ:11 opportunity to sueeeed_ The two recruit ing o:1ltalions ~elceted for the study were 
the Baltimore :md Santa Ana Recruiting Battalions. 
To ensure the sample size was large enough to be representative of not only the 
selected battalions, but also the entire aetive-dmy recruiter popula tion, ellhaustive 
sampl ing was conducted in each of the two recruiting battalions. Because the pupulation 
being studied conSIsted of only active-duty recruitcrs cUlTently assigned ~ monthly 
recruiting mission (full-production Icem itcts), reserve recruiters and recruiters not 
assigned mi s~ions (limited-production recruiters) were ellci uded from the samp ling . All 
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active-duty reeruiter~ a~signed a mission were sekcled, and each wa~ considered an 
independent random samplt: 
\Vhen the sampling was complete, data on 131 individuals had been eol lt:cted 
Irom the Ba lti more Battalion, for n perccnt of its total active duty recrui ter (with 
mission) population, and 145 from thc Santll Ana Battalion, for SO pcrccnt of its total 
ac tive duty rClTuilt:r (with mi~sion) population. In total , 276 indivi duab in two 
independent samplcs werc available for the data-analysis portion of the study. This 
sample size represented approximately fi ve percent of the entire active-duty recruiter 
(with mission) population. 
Additionally. data was obtained from a control group of non-recruiters. The 
individuals making up this control group of data were students at the Anny's Basic 
Non-commissioned Officer Course (BNCOC) located in Fort Knox, Kentucky. This 
sample consisted of 54 individuals in which .~ I had no prior sales experience and 23, to 
lllclude six prior recruiters, did have prior sales experience 
C. DATAHASE DEVELOPMENT 
The infonnation contained in the database was provided by the Sales 
Comprehension Test (Appendix C), Respondent Data Fonn (Appendix OJ, and 
adm inistrative and perfOnTIil nCe data provided by both the tested battalions and 
USAREC. PA&E Directorate 
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In gener"I , lWO primary databases were developed, one comaining da ta on recruiters 
and the other containing cssl:ntial data on non-recruiters (B NCOC personnel). 
Supporting spreadsheets were used to make necessary cal cula tions for inputs into the 
recru iter database. The non-recrui ter databasl: required no support ing spreadsheets 
The recruiter database contained 14 variables used in this study. Each is listed and 
defined in Tabl e I. Variable numbers two thru seven were used to calculate data for 
MORE I and variabk numbers 10 and 1 j and those to be discussed in the supporting 
spreadsheets wen.' used to calculate data for MORE 2 and MORE 2 (0-9 lIlO). 
The recruiter database requi red two supporti ng spreadsheets to calculate data for 
MORE 2 and MORE 2 (0-9 rno). One spreadsheet calculated percent figure s for the 
variable GRAOUATE OR SENIOR CAT EGORY 1-11 1A AVERAGE PERCENT 
SU CCESS (GSA AVG PCT SUC) and the other cak ulated percent figures for the 
variable VOLU ME-AVERAGE PERCENT SUCCESS (VOL(-) AVG PCT SUC), 
The supporti ng spreadsheet used 10 c;Jiculate GSA AVG PCT sue conta ins six 
variables, eaeh of which i~ listed and defined in Table 11. 
The second supporting spreadsheet was used to ca leuia tl; VO [.(-) AVG PCT SUe. 
It also contains six variabll;s. each of whieh is listed alld defined in Table III 
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TABLE I. RECRUITER DATABASE VARIABLES. 
MO MSN Months a reClu iter is assigned a positive mission of any 
,---_ _ ==~kind (used to time group recru iters) 
GSA MSN Graduate or senior category I· IIIA missions a recruiter is 
assigned over a specified period of time 
GSA ACH Graduate or senior category I·IIIA missions a recruiter 
achieved over a specified period of tim~"~. ----4 
GSA CUM PCT SUC The result of dividing a recru iter ' s total GSA mission 
achieved (GSA ACH) by his or her tota l GSA mission 
lassigned. (GSA MS~) and mult iplying by 1 00 to get a recruiter's cumulallve percent success lor GSA 
missions 
VOl(·) MSN Al l missions, excluding GSA missions, a recruiter is 
assigned over a specified I,me period. _------::-----
VOl( ·) ACH All miSSions. excluding GSA misSions, a recrUiter 
achieved over a specified time period 
VOl(·) CUM PCT SUCITh." ,.esult of diVid ing a recruiter's total VOl(·) mission 
I I ~chleved (VOl(·) ACH) by hiS or her totaIVOl(·) mission assigned (VOl(·) MSN) and multiplying by 100 ~d~(~; ~~~~~~e:: s cumulative percent success for 
TST SCR The test score a rec rU iter obtained on the Sales 
I Comprehension Test 
UNIT The recru iter's unit (0 for Baltimore and 1 for the Santa 
Ana Battal ion) 
GSA AVG PCT SUC A recruiter's average monthly success in achieving his 
or her GSA mission over a specified period 01 time 
(monthly success is defined as the recruiter meeting or 
exceeding the GSA mission for thai month) 
VOl( ·) AVG PCT SUC A recruiter' s average monthly success in achieving his 
or her VOl(·) mission over a specified period of time 
(monthly success is defined as a recru iter meeting or 
exceeding the VOl(· ) mission for that month} . 
. \.10RE 1 Measure of Recruiter Effectiveness One (Ful ly 
developed in Chapter III) 
MORE 2 Measure of Recruiter Eflectiveness Two (Fully 
developed in Chapter III). 
MORE 2 (o·g mol Measure of RecrUiter Effflctivenp.ss Two data resulting 
from increased sample siTp' tor O·g month time group 
"---____ ---"'E""xp.l ained in more detail in Chapter III) 
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TAB LE II. SUPPORTING SPREADSHEET VARIABLES. 
GSA ASGD Graduale or senior category I-lilA missions a recru iter is 
f--_-=~~aSSignerJ in a one month lime period. 
GSA ACHD Graduate or snnior category I·IIIA missions a recruitm 
achieved in a onp. month time period. 
DEP LOSS An Army candidate. GSA category. who contracts to join 
the Army under the Delayed Entry Program (OEP). but 
tai ls to nnter the Army at the prescrihed t ime, thus being 
l-C::r"o r:-:G"'S""ACCAC"HciO ;~I:trr::t:~ ~;::b:r:::ir~~t~~~ ~~:;;~;~na ~~: ir:j~t: ' s 
GSA ACHO. thus becoming the total GSA miSSion a 
recruiter achlevoo in a one month time period 
GSA SUC II a mcruiter meets or exceeds his GSA mission for a 
month, alter DEP LOSS, then lie or she is considered a 
success and assigned a ann, and il not, the recru ite r is 
aSl; igned a zero and considered a nonsuccess lor that 
~~~~~~~'~th~i'~m~.g'~'d~'~to~G=SA=m=is=si~O'~ ______ _____ 
GSA AVG PCT SU<? Previously de/med. . _ 
TABLE III. SECOND SUPPORTING SPREADSHEET VARIABLES ~ 
VOLH ASGD All missions, Ilxcluding GSA missions . a recruit~ 
assigned in a one month lime period 
VOl_lot ACHD All missions. excluding GSA missions. a recruiter 
achieved in a one montn t ime period 
DEP LOSS An Army candidate, VOI.{-) category . wllo contracts to 
join the Army under the DEP. but fails to ente r the Army 
at tne prescribed time. thus being subtracted from a 
TOT VOL( -) ACHD ~e;; ur:::';O~~~~;:a:;::O~:~h~~::-'r~~~ 
VOL(-) ACHD. thus becoming the total VOL(·) miSSion a 
recru iter acnievnd in a one month time peflod 
VOL(-) SUC H a recruiter rreets or exc:eeds his or ner VOL(·) mission 
lor a month. alter DEP LOSS, then he or sne is 
considered a success and assigned a one, and il not 
the recruiter is assigned a zero and conSidered a 
nonsuccess lor that month in regards to VOL mission 
VOL(-) AVG PCT sue Plfwtously defined 
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["he other primary database developed for this study contained data on 
non-recruiters (BNCOC persormd). rhis database contains three variables. eacb of 
which is listed and dcfmed in Tabk IV 
TABLE IV. BNCOC DATABASE VARIABLES. 
TEST SCOREI~~e~e~to~~;:h~~~i~-~~~~;ter obtained on the 
DONE CtV SALES If a non-recruiter had prior sates experience 
I
:·nctu. ding prior recruiting, than he or she was 
aSSfgned a 'yes", and If not, the person was 
aSSigned a "00" . . . -----:---
PR IOR RECRl' , ~.' -recruiter was preViously assigned .'" 
recrUiter then he or she was assigned a "yes '. 
and II not, the person was assigned a 'no' 
A sampk portion of the two primary databases and two support ing spreadsheets 
containing data used in this study can be found in Appendix E 
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III. DEVELOPME~T OF MEA SURES OF RECRrITER EFFECTI VENESS A~D 
A:\ALYSIS USING STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS TF8T1NG 
Th is chapler de~cribes (h~ :vf~aslln:~ or R~crui(er EtTeniveness (MORFs) chos~n 10 
guantlfY a recruiter's effectiveness, and why they were appropriate for this st udy , The 
primary focus of this chaptcr is thc analysis oft]lC data generated on th~ sekcted MOREs 
by ad ministrat ion of the Silks Cornpreht:n~ion Tt:st, The data are analY7..ed us ing 
statist ica l hypothesis testing so as to investigate ihe four working hypothtst:~, and to 
ensure lhat the fi rst category of tests arc appropriate measures or lhe colkcted data 
A. UEVELOPMEr-.-T OF )-IF.ASlJRES OF RECRUTER nTI~C'nVE:\"ESS 
In order to ernpnically validate a predictor variable, the Sales Comprehension Test 
in this ca.~e, one must evaluate the effectiveness of t~.e predictor variahle using SOflll: 
index of a rccnJiter's joh success or effectiveness. This mea~ure of job slln;t:s~ or 
e ff~ctiveness is trequently called a pt:rfonnance critt:rion I Ref. 6, p. 2J /\ term 
syllonyrnO Il ~ to perfonnance criterion and used extensively in military operations research 
is l\·leaSlJ re of EtTectiveness fMOE), Since this study focuses on an individual reCfLlllt:r's 
t:ffedivtness . the ten!] liSen throughout lhis .~tlJny to rcpreselll to what ex\t:nt il recruiter 
has accomplished hiS, o~ her goals/mi~sion is Measure of Rec~Ulter Fffcctivelles~ 
(\-10RE) ' 
)1 
In !;eiccting a MORE in which to evaluate the effectivcness of the Sale!; 
COlTIprehen!;ion Test, several considerations were made. Thl:se considerations an:: 
(;onsistent with those outlined in McKcnna [Rcf. 6, PI'. 1-22] They arc: 
The MORE must be relevant in that it must be related to the important aspects of 
Job success. 
rhe MORE m ust be practical in tenm of time. effort. and W!;ts requirl:d to co\1e(;t 
MORE data. 
The MORE should be objective rather than subjective so as to avoid any biased or 
prcJudi(;ed judgment!;. 
The MORE dala must be quantifillble for purposes of analysis 
l'ht: MORE data must be reliable and not vary from one period to another because 
of chance factors 
The MORE must be unbiased so Ihal every recruiter being sampled has an cqual 
opportunity to succccd 
Based on infonnation from the leadership in both recruiting battalions tested. an" 
adherence 10 the considerations above, an initial MORE was se1ecll:d. A recruiter 'S 
effectiveness can be measured by the percl:nt o f mission he, or !;he achil:ved over a 
selccll:d lime period. A mi ssion is Ihe number of personnel a recruiter is tasked to bring 
into the Army dur ing a spl:cified time period. Percent of mission achieved, for a given 
time period, is the result of dividing the number of personnel a recruitcr brought into thc 
Amly by the numbl:r of personnel he, or she was tasked to bring into the Army, and 
multiplying by 100 
Howcver. a mission is broken down into two major categories, Graduate or Senior 
Category I-IliA (GSA) and Volume (VOL). The first category, GSA , includes those 
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personnel who arc high school graduates, or have had more education, or who arc 
currently seniors in high school with a valid graduation date . Those who arc seniors ill 
high sc hool must possess a IeUer from their high school verifymg thal1hcy will graduate 
on time. with the appropriate amount of credits. Additionally, those personnel being 
categorized as a GSA must be non-prior service and must have scored 50 or higher on the 
Anncd Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)_ The other category. VOL, includes all 
categories of personnel who may qualify \0 enter the Anny. inc luding GSA. (Ref. 10, pp 
22-271 
For the purposes of this study, the IwO mission categories are categorized as GSA 
:md VO L( -). The definition of GS A remains the same as stated above, but the category 
VOL(-) is defined as all categories of personnel who may qualify to enter the Anny, 
excludi ng GSA. Simply restated. the GSA category represents quality ~nd the VOL(-) 
category represents other than quality . 
The current Department of the Anny policy goveming the use of our recruiting 
resources states that the standard for recnliting is 67 perccnt quality. or GSA. and 33 
percent other than quality. or VOL(-). [Ref. II, p. 2] 
Therefore, the ini tial MORE was modified to take into account quality Percent of 
mission achieved was now weighted and became percent of GSA mi ssion achieved 
mult ipl ied by 67 percent plus percent of VOL(-) mission achieved multiplied by 33 
percent. This combined total of percent of mission achicvcd was renamed ~ 
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The time period selected from which to base effectiveness on was three years. This 
time period was felt to be appropriak since it would allow for the collection of 
effect iveness data on essentially three different time groups of recruite rs: 
! Transi tional. Training and Evaluation Recruiters -- those recruiters with 0-9 
months of recruiting time. 
2 Field Force Recruiters-- those recruiters with [0-24 months of recruiting time 
3. Field Force and Career Recruiters -- those recruiters with greater than 24 months 
of recruiting time 
In general, a detailed recruitcr who chooses not to obtain the recruiter MOS, OOR. 
after 24 months of recruiting duly. n:mains a detailed recruiter unti l the completion of his 
or her recruit ing duty. One who does change his. or her MOS to OOR after 24 months of 
recruiting duty is known as a career recruiter, and remains as such until the end of his, or 
her military career 
T herefore. having taken into account quality and time factors, a recruiter's 
combined cum ul ative percent success can be expressed quantitat ively as: 
This combined-cumu lative-percent-success expression is referred to throughout this study 
as MORE 1. The data resulting from this expression are in the (01111 of pcrcentages. 
[n select ing MORE 1, lhe most important factor considered was the relevancy of 
the MORE. Specifically, was the MORE related to the most important aspects of a 
recruiter'S joh success? [nfonnal interviews with the leadership in both battalions and 
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info rmal discu%ions with LJSAREC Headquartt:rs personnel, indicated that a recruiter's 
miss 1011 achievement was the most important aspeCl of it n:cmitcr'sJob success 
The second f;\ctor considered was the practicali ty of the MORE data. Since the 
present-employee method of validation was being used to validate the predictor variable 
beClllise of tIme limitations, the MORE data being colkcted had to be readily availahle. 
Therefore. instead of selecting an ultimate .\10RE, such as a recruiter'~ efficiency report 
upon completion of his, or her recruiting assiglUllCllt, an intenm:diatc, or surrogate, 
MORE was chosen. This choice ensured that the MORE daTa would be more readily 
avai lable. and thus more practical for this study 
Because MORE I data is expn:~~ed numerically and requ ires no subjective 
Judgments, it is both quantifiable and objective. As a re~lllt of meeting these IwO criteria, 
the MORE I data can be used for purposes of analysis, and \111: dat;1 is con~idered as 
being unbiased and unprejudiced 
In general, a MORE is more rel iable if it i~ based on effectiveness over a relati ve ly 
long plo:r iod of time, and if there i~ a large ranglo: of individual differences in the MORE 
data lRef. 6, [l. 17]. Using MORE I. effectiveness data is collected on d recruiter for the 
length o f ti me he or she has been a recruiter. Therefore. the stability of the .V10RE is 
based on which time group the recruiter falls into. The etkcliveness daw for a recnJ iter 
in the 0-9 month time group will be less stable than thc effectivcness datil for a recruiter 
in the 10-24 month, or the greater-than-24-month time group. All time groups displayed 
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a large range of ind ividual differences in MORE 1 data, (hus suffici~n t ly satisfying the 
r~4 uir~m~nl for re liahility 
finally, MORE I W<lS considered to be unbiased, th us all owing every recruiter 
sampled to have an equal opportunity to succeed . Very rarel y is a MORE completely 
"pure," but when it is relatively free from extraneous influences, it is considered 10 be 
unbiased [Ref. 6, pp. 13-14J . Because the recruiters sampled all had very simi lar sates 
territories, and because their recruiter zones had been stabilized over the period of time in 
which effect iv eness data had been collected, MORE I was dctcnnincd to be relat ively 
free from extraneous variables, and thus unbiased. 
After an init ial analysis of MORE I data. a decision was made to develop a second 
MORE from which to measure a recruiter's effectiveness. It was felt tha t MORE I was 
concealing monthly success/nonsuccess data since it was based on a cumulative 
percentage of mission success and did nOl consider a recruiter's monthly success rate 
Therefore, MORE 2 was developed 
rhe development of MORE 2 also resulted in <l combined-percent-success tigure as 
did MORE 1. but MORE 2 differed in that its calculations resulted in a figure 
representing a recru iter's combtned-average-percent-success, as opposed to a 
combined-curnu la ti ve-percent-success figu re. Measure of Recruiter Effectiveness 2's 
development started with a look at a recruiter's monthly mission assigned/mission 
achieved data for both GSA and VOL(-) missions. Each month that a recruiter was 
assigned a mission. he, or she was evaluated for success based on mission achievement 
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for that month. If the recruiter mel or exceeded his, or her entire mission for that month, 
then he, or she was considered a success and given a one. If not, t1H:n the recruiter was 
given a zero and considered a nonsuccess in regards to that specific mission category. An 
average of these monthly binary figures. over the [CCmiler's cunent length of time as a 
[cnuiter, resulted in an average percent success figure for bOlh GSA and VOL(-) 
(;ategoric~ . Consideration fo r quality reertllts was applied in the same tashion as MORE 1 
(67 percent quality and .B percent other than quality), The resulting figure represented a 
recruiter's combim:d-average-pcrcent success. Like data resulting from /I.·IORE I, the data 
resu lt ing from MO RE 2 wa~ also in the form of a percentage 
Thc previously mentioned considerations for selecting a MORE were used 10 select 
MORE 2 (j ust as they were used to select ~ORE I). Measure of Recruiter Effectiveness 
2 was re levant. practical. ohject ive. quantifiable. re liable and unbiased In a manner 
relativt:ly sim il ar to MORE I 
It is important to note here that both ,\-lOREs' data included Delilyed !:ntry Program 
(DEP) losses when conSidering a recruiter's mission achievement in both GSA and 
VOL( · ) categories. lJelayed Entry Program losses result when ,Ill Amly candidate 
contracts to Join the Anny. but does nOlllleel his. or her ubliga tion. and thus fails to enter 
the Army at hi~. or her prescribed time 
Now that two different methods to mew;ure a recnJ)te(s sue"ess have been 
developed. statistical hypothesis testing is used to analyze the data generated from the 
two MORE~ and the Sales Compn:hension Test 
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B. ANALYSIS USING STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS TESTIl\C 
The statistical procedurcs used to provide a basis for the empirical validation of the 
Sales Comprehension Test involve the use of statistical tests, specifically corrclation and 
t-tests. As mentioned in Chapter I, thcse statistical hypothesis tests can. at most, serve 
only as a necessary condition fo r empirically validating the Sales Comprehension Tcst 
and working hypothescs discussed in Chaptcr I. 
I. General 
In order to reject, or fail to reject the four working hypotheses discussed in 
Chapter I. the analysis requi red that six statistical hypothesis tcsts be performed. Thc null 
hypotheses are 
The mean Sales Comprehension Test scores of the two tested hattalions are equal 
(used 10 determine whether the data from the two battalions could be joined for the 
remainder of the analysis, thus increasing the sample sizes within time groups) 
There is no linear relat ionship between a recruiter's effectiveness, measured by 
MORE I or MORE 2, and his, or her ohtained test score (used to detemline the 
predictive capability of the Sales Comprehension Test) 
Ihe mean Sales Comprehension Test score of the lOp 30 perfonners in a time 
group, measured by MORE I or MORE 2, is equal to the mean test score of the 
bottom 30 performers in the same time group (used to determine whether the test 
was distinguishing between succcssful/unsuccessful recmitcrs bascd on success 
measured by MORE 1 or MORE 2) 
The mean Sales Comprchension Test score of the top 30ibottom 30 perfonncrs in a 
time group, measured by MORE I, is cqual to thc mean tcst score of the top 
30ibottom 30 pcrfonners in the same time grouP. measured by MORE 2 (uscd do 
dctcnninc whether the two MOREs ,,'ere measuring success/nonsuccess 
equivalently) 
The mean Sales Comprehension Test score of non-recmitcrs with s<Jles experiencc 
is equal to the mean test scorc of non-recru iters with no sales cxperience (used to 
determinc whcthcr the test was distinguishing between those with sales experience 
and those without). 
The mean Sal es Comprehension Test score of non-recruiters with sllies experience 
is equal 10 the mean test score ofllE recnJitcrs (used to ddennine whether the test 
between TTE recruiters imd non-rccnliters wi th sales 
Because there arc three digtinctive time groups of recruitl:TS (0-9 mo .. ] 0-24 mo., 
and greater than 24 mo.), the second, third and fourth hypothe~ i s ll:sts above were 
performed separate ly with in each time group so as to keep the resul ts consistent with the 
natural time groupings of n:cTujters Therefore. 21 prnnary hypothesis tests we Te 
conducted in this study 
Z. Methodology and Explanation of Statistical Tests 
The general methodology for conducting each of the statistica l hypothesis lests 
was the same, rcganlles., of whether the statistical test being used was a wrrclat ion test or 
t-test The methodology was designed to first evaluilte the appropriateness of the 
sta tist ical test to be used in the hypothesis test and thcn to actua ll y conduct the statist ical 
test to reject. or fail to reject the null hypothesis 
The fi rs t step in eilch flypotflesis test was to producc descript1ve statistics on 
each set of data in order to conduct a quick screen of each data set. The next step was to 
visually examine the distribution of valu l:s for each data set, ilnd perfonn nonnality tests 
on each. 10 yen!'y assumplion5 concerning the use of the selected statistical test. 
Histograms . with normal curves. wl:re IIsed to graphically depict whether or not each data 
scI was normally distributed. Additionally. another graphical test of nomlality used was 
the Nonnal Quanli le.Quantile pial. Using th is graphical tool. if the silmple was from a 
normal distribution. the points would fal l more or less on a straight line. Although 
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nomlal prubability plots provide a visual hasis for checking normality, it is desirable to 
compute a statistical test of the hypothesis that the data are frolll a normal distribution. 
Two commonly used tests, and those used in this study. are the Lilliefors and 
Shaplro-\Vilks tests ufllomlality 
The Lilliefors test of nonnality, a non-parametric test, is a modified version of 
the Kolmogorov test. The mociifications allow it 10 be used in several situations where 
parameters are estimated from the data. That is, the null hypothesis states that the 
population is one of the family of nonnal distributions without specifying the mean or 
variance of the nonnal distribution {Ref. 8, p. 357] . Acceptance uf the null hypothesis 
does not mean the parent populatioll is Ilonnal, but it does say the nonnal distribution 
docs not seem to be an unreasonable approximation of thc true unknown distribution 
[Ref. 8, p. 360J rherefore, either nonparametrie or parametric statistical tests that 
assume a normal parent distribution may be appropriate for testing with these data 
Another well-knuwn goodness-of-fit test for normality that may be used ill 
conjunction with or instead of thc Lilliefors test is the Shapiro-Wilks test for nonnality 
Some empirical studies indicate that this test has good power in many situations when 
compared with many other tests of the composite hypothesis of noonality [Ref. 8, p. 
3631 . The Shapiro-Wilks test is on ly used to tes t the normality of data sets with less than 
51 data points, since existing tables can only support data Sl:ts ufthis size 
Now that the apprOpriall:neSS of the statistical test to be used lias bt:1:1l I:valuated_ 
the proper test can be used to reject, or fail to rt:jeet the llull hypothesis in each test 
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u. Corre/ation 1'e~'U 
In each corrcl~lioll test to test the null hypothesis that no correlation exists 
between two random variables, a scatterplo! was u~ed to provide a preliminary graphical 
representation of the relationship between the two vanabk~ being studied. After 
exmn ining the scatterplot, one or more of thret: different correlation tests were used {Q 
determi ne the ~tn:ngth of the linear rdationship, ifany, between the two variables. They 
aTC: Pearson's product-mOIlll:tll correlation coefficient, SpeafTTliln's [<Ink correlation 
coefficient and KendaJl's tau-b rank-order correlation !.:otfficient. The difference between 
them llcs in the assumptions rcouned to use them. Normality must be assumed when 
testing hypotheses about the Pearson correlation eoefficienl, and, when nonnality cannot 
be assumed . Speannan's rho andior Kendall's tau-b can be used since these coefficients 
makc limi ted assumptions about Ihe underlying distribution of the variables (Ref. 12, pr o 
2S7-2!l8J. 
Pearson's correlation coefficient. r, as detlncd by NOl1lsis [Ref. 12. p_ 284J, 
t(X, - X) (Y ;_V, 
roO ;" It.-1)SX S y 
where X and Y are tile sample means, N is the number of cases, and Sx and Sy are Ihe 
sample standard deviations of the two variables. The ahsolute value of r indicates the 
~trength of thc linear relationship. A value of one indicates a pcrfect linear relationship, 
Jild a value of ZCIO indicates no linear relationship. When the value or r is positive , a 
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posllivc linear relationship between two variables exists, and when the value of r is 
negative, a negative linear relationship of some magnitude exists 
Although the correlation coefficient provides an observed strength of 
association between measurements on two variables being tested, the pri mary gOill of 
Peilrson's correlation coefficient, in this study, is to test hypotheses about the unknown 
population correlation coefficient, denoted as p, based on its estimate, the sample 
correliltion coefficient, r, The hypothesis test that the population coefficient is zero is 
based on the appropri1lte test statistic described by Norusis [Ref. 12, p_ 2:S71 
where N is the number of cases and r is the sample (Pearson's) correliltion coefficient 
If the assumption of bivariate normality appears unreasonable, nonparametric 
tests, such as Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau-h, call be used to calculate the correlation 
coefficient Ooth are functions of only the nmks assigned to the observiltions in eilch 
sample 
Speannan's rank correlation coefficient, p, as defined by Conover [Ref. 8, p 
2521is 
,~ [ A(X; ) TJ[A(I';) !!?J 
P - NiN' 11/ 12 
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if there arc only a moderate numncr of tics prcscll! in the data Otherwise, p is calculated 
usi ng the equation 
which is nothing more than Pearson's r compulI:d on the ranks and average fanks of the 
data [Re f. 8, p. 252'1- In both equations. N is the bivariate random sample size and R(XJ 
and R(Y) arc the ranks of X, as compared with the other X values and the ranks orY, as 
compared with the other Y vallH:s, re~pcctivcly_ Like the Pearson corre];)tion coefficient, 
the rank co rn~lation ranges between -1 and + 1, where -1 and +1 indicate a perfecI linear 
relationship between the rank., of the two variables. Therefore, [he interpretation is the 
same except that the relationship between ranks. and not values, is examined 
In this study, Spcam1an's p is used directly as a test statistic to test fo r a 
correlat ion between tWO random variablcs_ ,\ two-tailed test was used to tes t the null 
hypothc~is that no correlation exits between the two variables being tested, versus an 
al ternative hypothesis that a correlation does exist 
Kendall's correlation coefficient, 1, resembles Spearman's rho in that it is 
based on the order (ranks) of the observations rather than the n\lmber~ themselves It is 
defined by Conover [R ef. X, p_ 256] as 
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where N, and Nd are described as the number of concordant pa in; and number of 
discordant pairs, respectively, and N(N-l) I 2 is the total number ofpairs 
Like Speannan's rho, Kendall's tau can be uSl;;d directly as a test statistic 10 
test the null hypothesis of no correlation between two variables. It is used as such in this 
study 
h. I-tests 
"Vhen using a t-test to test the null hypothesis that two population means are 
equal, the independent samples t-test was uSl;;d since the samples gathered in this study 
were independent random samples. However, if the distribution of populations tested did 
not appear to be nonnal, the Mann-Whitney It:st, a nonparametrie counterpart, was used 
instead, to test the null hypothesis that two independent samples come ii"om populations 
having the same distribut ion. [fthe assumptions needed for the t-test are met, the t-lest is 
more powerful than the Mann-Whitney test since it uses more infonnatioll from the data 
[Ref. 12, pp. 36 1-362J. However, if one uses the t-test when nomlality assumptions arc 
violated, it may result in an erroneous observed significance level [Ref. 12, p. 362J 
If the t-test is chosen as the statistical test of choice. one must first test the 
hypothesis that the two popul ation variances are equal. In this study, th is was 
(K!:omplished by using Levene's homogeneity-of-variance test. rhis test is less 
dependent on the assumption of normality than lIlost tests of equal ity of variance. and 
thus is piHti!:u larly useful with analysis ofvariilnee [Ref. 12. p. 179J . It is obtained by 
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computi ng, for each case , the absolute diflcrcnce from its group mean, and then 
pcrfonning 11 one-w,ly analysis of variance on these differences [Ref. 12, p_ 247J 
If the two population variances are not found to he equa l, then the test 
statist ic used to tcst the hypothesis that the two population means arc equal is, as defi ned 
by Norusis [Ref. 12. p_ 246J, 
where X, and )(2 aTC the samples' means, 5,2 and S/ are each sample's variances, and 
N, and N~ aTC the samples' sizes 
Jf the two popu.l illion variances arc fo und to be equal, than 11 pooled-variance 
t-test is used _ The test stat istic is identical to the equation for t given above except that 
the group variances are now each replaced by a pookd cstim;Jtc. S /, which is. as defi ned 
by Norusis [Ref. 12. p_ 247J 
where Nt' N,. 5 ,2. and S / are as defined above 
If the distribution of populations being tested did not appear to be nonnal. (he 
Mann-Whitney test was used to test the hypothesis that two independent samples come 
from popu lations h~ving the same distribution_ The t~st statistic for \(;~ sting the above 
hypothesis as defined by Conover [Ref. 8. p. 217J is 
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where the firSI statistic is the sum of the ranks assigned to the sample from the first 
population, and the second statistic is the sum of the ranks assigned to the sample from 
the second popu lation. Either test statistic can be used to test the hypothesis when there 
arc no tics or just a few ties in the ranked data [Ref. 8. p. 2171. If there are many ties, 
tllan Conover [Re f. 8, p. 2 17] suggests to subtract the mean from T and divide by the 
standard deviat ion to get 
as the test statist ic where nand m are the sample sizes of populations one and two, N '" 
n+m , and i~ R~ refers to the sum of the squares of all N of the ranks, or average ranks 
actually used in both s,lmples 
If the groups Ilave the same dist ri bution. their sample dis tribut ions of ranks 
shoul d be sim ilar. If one of the groups has suffi cienlly more than its share of small or 
large ranks, there is reason to believe that the two underlying distributions arc different, 
thu s rejecting the null hypothesis. [Ref. 12, p. 360] 
3. Statistical Hypothesis Tests and Their Results 
The first statisli(ai tes t conducted is that of reject ing, or failing to reject the null 
hypothesis that tht: mean Sales Comprehension Test s(ores of the two tested hattalions 
are equal. If the null hypothesis is rejected, the independent samples' da ta (annot be 
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com bined; however, if the nu ll hypothesis is not rej ected, the independent s<lruplcs' dat'l 
are considered to be trom the same popu lation, and thus combined fo r the rcrn<lini ng 
analysis, 
By looki ng at the histograms, with superimposed nom1al curves, and at Ihe 
nom}al quantile-qu<lntile plots In Appendix F, in addition to the large ob~ervcd 
~ignificancc levels, or p-valuc~, obta ined from Li llicfors test of nonnali ty (Appendix F) , 
one can sec that the hypothcsis of nonnality for both samples is not rCJccted . Therefore, 
the assumption that both sample~ are independcnt random samples from a nomul 
distribution is not unreasonabl e 
Because the assum ption of nonllali ty is valid In thi s particular hYpothcsis lest, 
the mdependcnt-samples t-lest is used to test the null hypothesis that the two pop ulation 
means art: equal. Si nce Levcne 's test for equality of variances displayed an observed 
significance level of 0.2 1, the null hypothesis that thc populat ion variances arc equal is 
not rejected, and the pooIeJ-vari<lnce t-test is used. lbe results of the t-test show a 
two- ta iled p-value of 0.6 1 (Appendix F). Since this prohahility is much larger than 0.05, 
the nu ll hypothesis that the mean Sales Comprehens ion Test scores of the two tested 
haw. lions arc equa l is not rejected . An Ct va lue of 0.05 is used throughout this study as 
the level of signi fi cance at which the reject ion of the null hypothesis occur~ r he purpose 
of choosing this value of CL is 10 min imize any Type I errors in thi s study. 
The results of this test made it possible to combine the two independent samples_ 
resulting ill a single samp le of ~ize 276 on which to conduct the rema ining analysis 
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The ~ecolld statistical test performed is that of determining the predictive 
capability of the Saks Comprehension Test. Specifically, this test is used to test the null 
hypothesis that no linear rclationship exists between a recruiter's effectiveness, measured 
by MORE I or MORE 2, and his, or her obtained tcst score. If the null hypothesis is 
rejected. a linear relationship exists, and a simple linear regression C<ln be used to 
detennine the predictive model. However, if the null hypothesis is not rejected, no 
significant relationship exists betwccn the two variables, thus implying that the test has 
no predictive cap<lbility in regards to a recmiter's mcasure of effectiveness 
Because this test must he performed within each time group, and for each 
MORE, a total of si)( independent tests were conducted using the same nul! hypothesis 
Thc results of both thc normality and correlation tests are presented in Tables I and 2 
with a discussion of the results following each table 
To determim: which correlation test to use. thc hYPOlhcsis of normality was 
tested using Lillicfors and Shapiro-Wilks (if sampk size is less than 50) tcsts of 
normality . Additionally, histogr<lms, with nonnal curves, and nonnal quantile-quantile 
plots, which can be found in Appendix G, were used as gr<lphical tests of nonnality. The 
results of the Lilliefors and Shapiro-Wilks normality tcsts are summarized in Table V 
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Pct. Success 0-9 28 0.00 <0.01 
Test Score 0-9 28 0.49 yflS 
Pcl. Success 10-24 -t--:~ Test Score 10·24 >0.20 ~
PCI. Success >25 1 _ _ ,,_-
TestScore >25 
'" y~ PCI. SUCCflSS 0-9 
Test Sccre ,,0.20 yflS 
Pel. Success "o_20 Y" 
Test Score to-24 ,,0.20 
Pct_ Success >25 13t ~_O Y"' 
Test Score 131 ,,0.20 Y"' 
Be rore d iscussing the results of the nonnality tests, wh idl can also be round ill 
Appendix G, a ,hort discussion on sample s ile is needed. As one can see, the sample s ize 
o r a lime group using the first MORE is differen t rrom the sample size oflhe same time 
group using the second MORE. The reason tor the large difference in sample ,izes 
within time group 0-9 months is th"t valid monthly success figures (using MORE 2) were 
available on several recruiters, regardless of time group. thus "Ilowing their firs t nine 
mont.hs of performance data to be included in the 0-9 month tiHle group This same data 
was not available on all recruiters using \otORI:: I since it was a cumu lative percent 
success figure that could not he broken down 11110 monthly segments. The differen ce in 
sample sizes within the other two time groups was due to missing percent-success data on 
recTuiters when using \10RE 2 as the measure of a recruiter's effectiveness 
The results in Table V sho)V that although a ll the test-score samples appear to he 
from normally distributed parent populations (observed significance levels greater than 
0,05). only two of the six percent-success samples were found to be from nonnal 
di stributions , For those time groups in which both popUlations were found to be 
nonnally distributed , the lest statistic used to test the null hypothesis of no linear 
relalionship was Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient. If the assumption of 
nonnality could not be assumed in both populations, the test statistics used wcrc 
Spearman's rho and Kendal l's tau-b rank correlation coefficients. 
Before each of the six separate correliltion tests was perfonned, a scatterplot was 
prepared to present a graphi cal representation of the relationship, if any, tflat existed 
lJe tween the two variables. As one can see from the six scattcrplots. whieh can be found 
in Appendix G, little re lationship, if any, can be found lJetween the two variables in any 
time group r he resul ts of the applicab le correlation tests, which can be found in 
Appendix G, are summarized in Table VI 
TABL.E VI RESUL. TS OF CORREL.ATION TESTS 
Time MORE I Peen;on ' s Pearson's Spellrmlln's Spearman' s Kendell' ~~ I Kendell" $ Group Used CorrelaUon 2-lalled Corretetion 2-taited Correlat ion 2-tailed 
Coefficient p-vatue Coefftclent p-value Coefficient p-vah..., 
0-9 0.27 0,17 -0.1 6 022 ~~-24 0.16 
0.02 0.80 0.02 




From the test results shown in Table VI. one can sec that the strengths of the 
linear relationships between a recruiter's percent success (measured by MORE 1 or 
MORE 2) and his, o r her lest score aTC ncar zero in most cases. Additionally, Ihe 
two-ta iled observed significance levels are all above 0.05 , thus indicating not to reject the 
null hypothesis that no correlation exists between the two variables. In fact. the only case 
in whIch the null hypothesIs was close 10 being rejected was in the 10-24 month time 
group, using MORE 1 as the measure of recruiter effectiveness. Even here, the 
correlation coefficient was found 10 be only 0.16. This is considerably less than the value 
of 0.25, which is considered to be the minimum value for a correlation coefficient in 
which thc predictor variable is of any practical value [Ref. 6, p. 29). Therefore. the 
results of the six correlation tests suggest that in a present-employee study. the Salcs 
Comprehcnsion Test has lillIe or no predictive capability in regards to a recruiter's 
measure of effectivcncss or success. 
The third statistical test is one of determining whether the Sales "omprehension 
Test distinguishes between successful and unsuccessful recruiters, with success being 
measured by MORE 1 or MORE 2. The hypothesis being tested is whether the mean 
Salcs Comprehension Test score of the top 30 perfomlers in a time group, measured by 
MORE I or MO RE 2. is equal to the mean test score of the bottom 30 I~rfomlers in the 
same time group_ If the null hypothesis is rejected, the results of this test would suggest 
that the Sales Comprehension Test does distinguish between successful and unsuccessful 
recrui te rs as measured by MOR E 1 or MORE 2. However, if the nul! hypothesis is not 
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rejected, these results would suggest that the two populations' mean test scores are the 
same, thus providing evidence that the test camlOt distinguish ~tween successful and 
unsuccessful recruiters within a specified time group, 
Sample sizes of 30 are used in the top and bottom performer sample~ in order to 
achieve robustness against thl: assumption of nOlmality, while maintaining two 
distinguishable groups of recruiters in regards to succl:ssfulnl:s~. The only I:;{eeption to 
this sample-size condition occurs in the 0-9 month time group where MORE I is used to 
measure a recruitl:r'~ ~u[cess. Bl:cause this time group only has a total population of 21:\ 
recruiters, only the top \ I and bottom II performers \\,'ere used for this particular 
hypOThesis tl:st 
l ust as in the correlation test, this te~t must Ix pl:rfolmed wi thin each time 
group, and for each MORE. Therefore, a total of six independent statistical tests were 
conducted using the same null hypothesis thaI the mean Sales Comprehension Test scores 
for the top 30lbottom 30 performers in a time group are equal. 
The graphical tests ofnonnality for each of the samples used in the six statistical 
tests can be found in Appendix H. The results of the Lilliefors and Shapiro-Wilks 
normality tests for each of the samples, which can also be found in Appendix H, are 
summarized in Table vn below. 
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TAB LE VII NORMALITY TEST RESULTS FOR TOP 3O/BOTTOM 30 I-TESTS 
Variable MORE Time Sample Lillielor' s Shapiro-Wilks Normal 
U"d Group Size p-value p-value Distribution 
Tesl 5core (Top 11) 0-' 11 >0.20 
Test Score (Ball I) 0-9 >0.20 0.45 yes 
TeSI ScarP. {Top 30) :>0.20 008 Y" 
TesI5core(BoI30) 10·24 30 >0.20 0.62 yes 
~(TOP 30) >25 ~ :>0.20 0.28 ~('~oO~~~; >25 30 >0.20 0 .65 Y" 30 :>0.20 0.48 Y" 
Tesl5corc{Bol30) 0-' 29 :>0.20 yes 
Tesl Score (Top 30) 10-24 30 >0.20 0.09 
Tesl Score (Bot 30) 10,24 30 >0.20 0.13 
Tesl score(Top30) >0.20 0.49 
Tesl 5core (£3uI30) >25 31 :>0.20 0.92 Y" 
The results of the nomlality tes ts suggest that each of the samples is drawn from 
a parent normal population. Nonethe less, because severa l of the samplcs appear to be 
other than normally dist ributed in the graphical tes ts ofnonnaJity, mostly due to sample 
size, both the t-test and its nonparamctric counterpan, the Mann-Whitney test, were 
calcu lated for each hypothesis test. Since the assumption of normality was ~ tatistically 
(numerically) validated for each sample, the results obta ined from the 
independent-samples t-test will be the basis on which all conclusions arc made 
However, the results of the Mann-Whitney test will serve as a safety check for the tests in 
which the samples did not graphically appear to be normally distributed 
Before the independent-samples I-lest can be calculated. Levene's test for 
equali ty of variances must l>e performed 10 lest thc null hypothesis tha t the two 
population variances are equal. If Ihe two population variances are found to be equal. the 
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pooled-variance t-Itsl can bt: uSed. The results of Levene's test and of the six statistical 
hypothesis tests, using both the independent-samples two-tailed t-test and the 
Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. can be found in Appendix H and are summarized in Tab le 
VIII below . 
TABLE VIII RESULTS OF TOP 301 BOTTOM 30 I-TESTS AND MANN WHITNEY TESTS 
levene's It-test 2-talledl I Mann-Whitney 
p-value p-value 2-talled 
p-value 
Time Group MORE Used 
0.27 0.22 0.22 
10-24 0.45 0.23 
0.80 0.64 0.63 
0.48 072 0.50 
0.21 0.83 0.94 
0.26 0.30 
Since all the observed significance Icvels obtained from Levene's 
homogeneity-of-varianee test arc large, the null hypothesis of equal varian!:e is not 
reJected, and the pooled-variance test statistic was calculated for each of the six mean 
tests. The results displayed in Table Vll! indicate that the null hypothesis of equal 
population means is not rejected, thus suggesting thaI the mean Sales Comprehension 
Test scores for the top 30ibottom 30 pcrfol1ners in each lime group (using MORE I or 
MORE 2) are equal. The large p-values obtained from the safer Mann-Whitney lesl also 
support the re~uHs of the independent samples t-test. One might also note that where tile 
previously presented !:orrelation tests showed negative !:orrcla\ion values in three separate 
lime groups. the mean test scores of the top 30 and bottom 30 performers are reversed 
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from what wou ld be expected if the test distinguished between successful and 
unsuccessful recrui ters. Therefore, the resuHs of the six individual hypothesis tests at 
mCilln suggest that the Sales Comprehension Test does 1I0t distinguish between 
successful and ullsuccessful recruiters when measuring success by MORE I or MORE 2 
The fourth statistical test is one of determining whether the two MOREs an: 
measuring SlicceSS!UllSUCCCSS equivalently_ Although this test is not critical to rejecting, 
or failing to reject, the study's fOUf working h)llotheses. its importauce lies in 
determining if the two MOREs are ml:asuring sucCCSSlullsuccess equivalentl y_ If so , are 
the results from the other statistical tests consistent within time groups wheTl liSHlg either 
-'-lORE? 
The hypolhe~is being tested is wh~thtT the mean S~les Comprehension T~st 
score of the top 30 performers in ~ time group, measured uy MORE I, is equal to the 
rnell.n test score of the top 30 p~rformers in Ihe same time group, measur~d uy MORE 2 
fhis same test IS applied to the bottom 30 performers of each time group, thus r~sul ting in 
a IOtal of six statistical tt:sts of this nature. If the Tlull hypothesi s is rejected. this suggests 
tha t the population means arc not equal. and t)Wl the two MOREs ar~ not measuring 
either success, or nonsuccess. or both. t:quivalently, Conversely. if the null hypothesis is 
not rejected, the populat iollllleanS are equal. and th~ two MOR Es arc measuring success. 
or nonsuccess. or buth. equivalently 
[kcaust: the tests of nonnaJi ty have already been perfomled on all samples of 
data except th~ top and bottom I I performers in time group 0-9 months (using MORE 2). 
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the only new normality tests performed are for those samples used in the first two 
hypothesis tests. The results of al l the statistical normality tests for each of the six 
hypothesis tests can he found in Appendices H and I, and arc summarized in Tahle IX for 
the reader's henefit. 
TABLE IX. NORMALITY TEST RESULTS FOR TOP 30/BOTTOM 30 (MORE 1) AND TOP 
30/BOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) t·TESTS 
Variable MORE 
ci::uep I S~~!le Lilliefor's Shapiro-Wilks' Normal Used ~~ ----..!'.ysIUe Distribution 
I Test Score (Top t 1) 0~9 11 >0.20 096 y"' 
Test Score (Top 11) 0~9 >0.20 0.95 Y" 
Test Score (Sot II ) 0~9 11 >0.20 ~ Test Score (Bot 11) >0.20 0.37 
Test Score (Top 3D) 10-24 >0.20 0.08 ~~ l Test Score {Top 30} 10-24 30 >0.20 0.09 
Test Score (BoI30) >0.20 0.62 y"' 
Test Score (Bot 30) 10-24 30 >0.20 0.13 y" 
I Test Score (Top 30) >25 30 >0.20 0.28 yo> 
Test Score (Top 30) >0.20 0.49 ye,; 
Test Score (Bot 3D) >25 30 >0.20 0.65 yo> 
Test Score (Bot 30) ~ 
Since each of the normality test's p-value is greater than 0.05, and most are 
substantially large, the results of the nom1alilY tests shown in Table IX suggest thai each 
of the samples are from parent populations that are nonnally distributed. Therefore, the 
independent-samples two-tailed t-test was computed for each of the six statistical tests of 
Again, the \-lalll-Whitney two-tailed test was calculaled as a safety check 
rhe results of Levene's test of equal variance and of the six statistical tests can 
he found in Appendix ! and are summarized in Tahle X below 
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TABLE X. TOP 3OJBOTTOM 30 (MORE I), TOP JOIBOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) I-TESTS, AND 
MANN WHITNEY TESTS 
Time Group Top or Bottom Levelle's It.test 2-talled I Mann-Whitney I 
30 p-value p-value 2-tailed 
p-value 
0·9 T~ 0.92 
-, 
0.83 I 0.75 0·9 0.85 0.95 0 .85 
10-24 T~p30 
10-24 0.49 
lop 30 0.89 0.18 0.21 
>25 Bot 30 0.56 0.85 0.99 
Because of the large observed signi fi cance leve ls obtained in Levene's 
equality-o F-variance te~ts. the pooled-variance test stat istic was used to calculate the 
observed s ignificance level for each of the sTatistical tests of means. The results clearly 
show that the null hypothesis is not rejected in each of the tests, thus _,uggesting that the 
two MOREs arc measuring success/nonsuccess equivalently. Therefore, consistenc), in 
n:sults would be expected in the previous two statistica l tt:sts , where one ~et of resul ts 
was obtained u ~ing MORE I and the other using MORE 2. As the figures have shown in 
th e two previous sets of tests, the results have been consistent between the two MOREs 
rhe final two sta tis tical tests usc data from a control group of non-recnJiters. 
The first test is to detennine lf the Sales Comprehension Test distinguishes he tween those 
with sales ex perience and those wi thout. S~eifica lly, the null hypothesis states Ihat the 
mean Sa le~ Comprehension Test score af non-recruiters with sales experience is equal to 
the mean test score of non· recruiters with no sales experience. 
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The results of both the graph ical and numerical test~ of normality, which can be 
found in Appendix J, show that although the test scores of those with sales experience 
appear to come from a nomlal distribution, the te~t scores of tho~e with no sales 
experience do not. Therefore. the Mann-Whitney two-tailed hypothesis t e~t wa~ 
performed, and an observed signifi cance level of 0.0025 was obtained. This extremely 
small p-value calls for a rejection of the null hypothesis. thus leading to the wm.: lusion 
that there is a difference in the population means, and suggesting that the two samples do 
not belong to the samt: population. Thi~ test result. which can be found in Appendix 1. 
suggests that the Sales Comprehension Test does distinguish between those with sales 
experience and those without 
rhe fi nal statistical test is to determine if the test di~tjnguishes between sales 
aptItude of TTE recruiters and non-recruiters wi th sa les experience. The null hypothesis 
states that the mean Sales Comprehension Test score of non-recruiters with sales 
t:xperienee is equa l to the mean test score ofTTE recruiters 
Both samples involved in this hypothesis test were previous ly shown to have 
norma lly distrihuted pan~nt populations; therefore. tht: independent-samples I-test was 
used to perform thi s particular hypothesis test. After detemlining from Levene's 
equali ty-of-variance test that both samples had equal variances (Appendix K), the 
two-tailed pooled-variance test slatistie was calculated. resulting in an observt:d 
s ignificance level of 0.07. Although this is a somewhat small p-value. it is greater that 
0.05. thus not supporting a rcjecti on oflhe null hypothesis. The resu lts of this tcst, which 
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c~n Ix~ found il1 Arrelldix K, .,;uggei,t that the mean Sales Comprehensioll Test score of 
non-rt::cruiters wi th sales expericnce is equal 10 tile meall test ~core ofTTE recruiters, thus 
showing the two groups a~ indi~tingui~hablc in rcgdrds to sales-aptitude test scores 
Several res ult ~ h;JVe ht::en obt,lillt::U from tht:: 21 ~cparatc statistieal hypothesis 
tests perfonned in this chapter, It is one of the objectives of the next chapter to t::xpand 
011 these results, and expl a in how they nmy be used to 
working hypoHH::ses prest::nted earlier in this study 
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or fail to rejt::t:l, the four 
IV. VALIDATION OF THE FOUR WORKI:\'G HYPOTHESES AND A 
COST/IJENEFIT ANALYSIS 
Th is chapter uses the results obtained from the statistical tcsts perfo rmcd in Chaptcr 
III as a basis to rCJect, or not reject, the four working hypotheses prcsented in Chapter I 
Based on the rejection, or acceptance, of the fo ur working hypotheses, a cost/benefit 
analysis is perfonned to justify Ihe use o f the Sales Comprehension Test in the capacity 
for which it was validated 
A. VALIDATION OF THE "OUR WORKI NG HYPOTHESES 
The firs t working hypothesis stated that the sales-aptitude test distinguishes 
between those possessi ng some degree of sales comprehension and those wilh litl le or no 
sales aptitude , thus functioning as a screcning device. Statistical tcst rcsults from Chapter 
III suggested that the test docs distinguish betwecn those with sales experience and those 
without. In fact, descriptive statistics on the IWO groups contained in thc non~recnlitc r 
sample. whidl can be found in Appendix.1, support thcsc statistical findings in that the 
mean test score for non-n:cnlitcrs with sales experiencc is 9. 30 (standard deviation of 
20 .77) and thaI fo r non-recruiters without sales experience is - 12.3 9 (standard deviation 
of2 6.7.1). The scoring was based on a possihle high of93 and a low of - 145. Therefore, 
these results suggcst that thc Sa les Comprehension Test could be used to screen out those 
possessing some degree of sales aptitllde from those who do not. 
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The second working hypoth~sis stated that the test disTinguishes bel\veen those who 
are recruiters and t ho~e who are not. The st ati~tica l test chosen to detemlinc the validi ty 
of th is working hypothesis was one of determining whether the test distinguishes between 
sales aptitude of TT!:: recruiters and nOli-recruiters with sales experience 
The sample of non-recru iters wi th sales experience was chosen to represent the 
population afnon-recruiters in thi s particular test sillce it has already been ~hown thallwo 
samples from diffcn:T1\ populations ex is t in the non-recru iter cont rol group. Therefore , 
the group having the greatest chance of having a mean test score statistically equal to that 
of rccruitl:[s i~ the non-recnliters with sales experll:nee. 
An important discovery was made when trying to deleml ine a representa tive 
sample from the recruitcr popUlation to tcst again~t the ~amp lc of non-recruiters in this 
~tatislica l hypothesi~ test. A quick glance at thc descriptive statistics of each t ime group's 
tcst score data rcvealed that the mean~ ;HUJ standard devIat ions of each group's test score s 
\'-"crc almost numerically equal. These statistics arc summarized in Table Xl helow 
This observation prompted a One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOYA) sta tist ical 
test to lest the null hypothesis that e(l(;h time group's mean test score is no different from 
the others. Assumptions required for using Ihis leSI are each of the groups is an 
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independent random sample from a nonnal population, and the variallce~ of the groups 
aT!;,': equal [Ref 12, p. 262]. It was stati~lically shown ill Chapter III alld Appendix G that 
each of thc groups could represent indcpendent random samples from nonnal 
popuintions. Levene's test for homogeneity of variance~ was used to test the null 
hypothesis that the groups come from populations with the same variance_ A two-tailed 
p-value of 0.54 was obtained, thus indicating that the null hypothesis could not be 
rejected and that there was not sufficient evidence to suspect that the variances werc 
unequal 
The statistical test for thc null hypothesis that all groups have the same mean in the 
population is based on an F-ratio in which thl: between-group variability is divided by the 
within-group variability, resulting in an f-statistie [Ref. 12, p_ 264]. This statistica l te~t 
resulted in an ob~erved significance lew] of 0.99, thus indicating that the null hypothesis 
could not be rejected and that there was not sufficient evidence to suggest that the test 
score means were unequal. 
The results of the one-way ANOYA, which can he found in Appendix L. revt:aled 
thilt, in regards to the Sales Comprehension Test score, all time groups of recruiters 
fanned an extremely homogeneous group in which te~t scores did not vary with time as a 
recJlliter. Therefore, since any of tht: time groups could be used as a representative 
sample of the recruiter popUlation, the TTE group was chost:n because of its equivalent 
sample size to thilt of non-recruiters with sales experience 
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Results from this ~tati~tjcal hypothesis test revealed lh~t the null hypothe s i ~, stating 
that the m~an Sales Comprehension Test score of non-recruiters with sates experience is 
equal to the mean test score of TTE recruiters. was not rejected al an, a level equal to 
0.05 
A comparison of the test score means obmincd on these two groups does nO! seem 
to support the results obtained by the statistical test. The descriptive statistics on these 
two samples, which can be found in Appendix K, show the TTE-recruiter sample having 
a mean lest score of 20.59 (standard deviation of 22 .54) and the 
non-recruiter-with-silks-experience sample havmg a mean test score of 9.30 (standard 
deviat ion of 20.77). These statistics lIIay explain why the statistical test resulted in a 
p-valuc of oilly 0.07, an ohserved significance level bare ly large enough fur one to make 
a decision to fa il to rejeci thc null hypothc~is. However, it is impoltant that one realizes 
that the sample or non-recruiters wilh sales experience used in th is statistical test includcs 
non-recruiters who have alrcady had somc recruiting experience (prior recruiters). In 
fact, tllis sample includes se ven prior recruiters. one a TTE failure, and Ihe other six 
recruiters' effectiveness unknown. 
Whell the prior recruiters \,'erc climinatcd from the samptc, another statistical test 
of this nature was perfonned 
Having already shown tlml the sample of TTE recruiters was draw n from a nonnal 
population (Appendix G), the rcsults of the graphical and numerical tests of normality, 
for the more refined non-rccru itcr-with-s.1Ics-cxpcrience sample, indicate that it too was 
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drawn from a nonna l population (Appendix M). Therefore. the independent-samples 
t-test for equal variances is calculated. and an observed significance value of .24 is 
obtained . These results, which can be found in Appendix M, provide more of an 
indication that the mean Saks Comprehension Test score of non-recruiters with sales 
experience is statistically equal tn the mean test score of TTE recruiters. However. it is 
importanllo note that this result is based on a statistical test in which one of the samples 
being tested was rdatively small in size 
Since it has been shown that the mean test scores of a ll time groups ofrecruiters arc 
statistically equal. one might conclude that the mean Sales Comprehension Test score of 
non-recruiters with sales experience is statistically equal to the mean test score of all 
recruiters, thus showing the two groups as indistinguishable in regards to sales-aptitude 
test scores 
The thi rd working hypothesis stated that the sales-aptitude test distinguishes 
hetween successful ilnd unsul:l:essful recruiters (success/nonsucl:ess detennined by a 
Measure of Recruiter EfTectiveness). Statistical hypothesis test results from Chapter III 
disclosed that the top 30lbottom 30 perfonners (measured by MORE 1 or MORE 2) ill 
each time group had statistically equal mean sales-aptitude test scores 
The descriptive statistics ohtained on eal:h of the samples used in the six hypothesis 
tests can be found in Appendix H and arc summarized in Table X!i for purposes of 
discussion 
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TABLE XII . TEST SCORE STATISTICS FROM TOP 30/BOTTOM 30 PERFOAMERS IN EACH 
TIME GROUP 
Variable Time Group MORE Used Test Score Standard 
Mean Deviation 
Test Score (Top 11) 0-9 
Test Score (Bot 11) 0-9 27.68 
Test Score (Top 30) 21.30 16.52 
Test Score (Bot 30) 17.60 19.24 
Test Score (Top 30) 24.12 ~I 
Test Score (Bot 30) >25 21.87 18.26 
Test Score (Top 30) 21 .52 17.47 
Test Score (Bot 30) 0-9 20.00 
Test Score (Top 30) 10-24 Hl.62 19.82 
Test Score (Bot 30) 10-24 19.57 ~ 
Test Score (Top 30) 17.77 18,08 
Tes! Score (Bot 30) I >25 16 .08 
In addition to lh~ results showing that the mean lest scores of Ihe top and holtom 
perfonners in each time group are equal , Table XII statistics also provIde evidence that 
the Sales Comprehension Test does not diSTinguish between succes~ful and unsucces;;ful 
recruite rs when measurmg success/nonsucce~~ by MORE I or \-lORE 2. Specifically. 
within the three time groups outlined above, one can see that the mean test scores of the 
lOp 30(11) and bottom 30(11) performers are reversed from what would be expected if 
the test distinguished between successful and unsuccessful n:cruiters. Therefore, 
sufficient evidence has been provided to reject this panicular working hypothesis. 
The fo unh and final working hypothesis stated th~l the test linearl y correlates with 
varying degrees of SlIn:essinOnSliCCeSS, in that, as success increases, so does the lest 
score. and. as success decreases. so does the test score With ITlost correlation 
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coeificients ncar lero, Chapter III ~tati~ t ica l te~t re~ult~ indica te that the Sales 
Comprehension Test has li ttle or no predictive capability (by itself) in regards 10 a 
recruiter's measure of effectiveness or success when using the prese nt-employee method 
of va lidation 
The descriptivc statist ics obtained on the two tested battalions, in regards to 
percent-success :llld test-score data, can be fo und in Appendix N, and are summariz.ed in 
Table XIII below. Like the previous table, this too, is for purposes of discussion. 
TABLE XIII. PERCENT·SUCCESS AND TEST-SCORE DATA ON TWO TESTED 
BATTALIONS 
Variable Battalion I MORE Battalion 
I 
Battalion 
U~d Mean Standard 
Deviation 
PCT Success Balt imore 70.30 
PCT Success Santa Ana 43.79 
PCT Success Baltimore 13.55 
PCT Success Santa Ana 68.15 14 .16 
Test Score Baltimore 21.27 
Test Score Santa Ana 
As was shown in Chapter III analysis, the mean Sales Comprehension Test scores 
or the two tested battalions were shown to be statistically equal. This is also evident trom 
the descript ive statistics shown in Table XII I. where the means and standard deviations of 
the Iwo ballalions' test scores seem to be almost identical. Ilowever, Table XIII shows 
that the percent-success tigures for both battalions may nol be equal, using both MORE I 
and MORE 2 to measure a recruiter's effectiveness or success. Thererore, a hypothesis 
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test is H:quir~d to determine whether the mean percent-success figures from the two tcsted 
battaliuTI& are statistically equal or unequal 
Resul ts of the graphical and numerical It:sls of normality, which (;afl be found in 
Appendix N, 5ho1,l,,' only one of the four samples being drawn from a [Jomlai population. 
Therefore , the fI:lann-Whitney two-tai led test W,15 used, and observed significance values 
of .000 1 and .0020 were obtained. These ex\n:mely low p-value-; calkd for a rejection o f 
the !lu ll hypothesis in both tcs[<;. thus concluding that there is a difference in population 
means. These results. which can be found in Appendix N, suggest that the mean 
percent-success figures from the two battalions do not repn:scnt the sallle population, and 
therefore, are statistically unequal. 
These results support those obtained from the nmelation tests discussed previously, 
in that the Sales Comprehension Test haS litt le. or no predictive capability (by itself) in 
regards to a recruiter's mea~ure of effectiveness or success. Although the two battal ions ' 
mean lest scores are statistically equal. the percent-success fi~ures are not. thus 
suggesting that factors unique to individual recmiting battalions such as leadership, 
morale, and organizational effectiveness may have a very imJ'Klrtanl role in determining a 
recrui ter's success/nonsuccess as measured by MORE I or MORE 2 
rhe next few paragraphs in this sect ion summarize the vahdation resu lts of the four 
work ing hypotheses. 
The following table, Table XiV, summarizes the test scores obtained trom the 
different sample group~ L:scd in this study 
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Ts:~~eX~~o~:ST SC~::n ST:~~ISTI~!:d:~dM D~~E:~T~ 
Score Deviation Test Score 
Score 
L Non-recruiters (All) 26.41 ~90 
Non-rec rui ter~ wi no I ~90 I sales expeflence 




Non-recru iters wI sales 12.56 t9.57 
experience (minus 
prior recruiters) 
Recruiters (0-9 mol 20.59 22.54 ~32 j -- :: --Recrui ters (10-24 mo.) 20.48 ~38 
~25mo,) 20.82 ~26 63 
rhe descriptive statist ics in Table XIV, in conjunction with the statistical test 
resu lts al ready di scussed. reveal that although the Sales Comprehension Test is an 
d fect ive screening device for screening out those possess ing some degree of sales 
aptitude from those who do 110t. it is 1101 an dfect ive tool (hy itself) for predicting 
recruiter success/nonsuccess when using the present-employee method of validation. The 
primary reason for this is that a recruiter's sales aptitude, or unders tanding and 
appreciat ion ofbasie principles of sel ling, i~ indoctrinated at the Army Recruiting Course 
(ARC) and/or from prior sa le~ experience, and, in general , does not vaTy with time as a 
recruiter. T he consistency of test scores among aJlthree time groups of recruiters resulted 
in an ext remely homogeneous group. from which [hI;.': Sales Comprl;.':hension Test could 
no! distinguish between successful and unsuccessful recruiters (as Tll l;.':asureu by MORE I 
or MORE 2). ThereforI;.':. it is believed that factors, other than sales apt itude and unique to 
individual recruiting batta lions, play 11 very important role in dcrcnnining the success of 11 
recruiter as measured by MORE I or MO RE 2 
rhe Sales Comprehens ion Test does distinguish between recrui ters and 
non-recru iters, but only those non-recruite rs with no sales experience. In regards to 
sales-aptilUlk test scores, recru iters are virtually indistinguishable from non-recru iters 
with sales experience. This statistical result suggests that recruiters and non-recrui ters 
with sales experience are at an equal leve l in regards to the understanding and 
appreciation ofhaslC principles ofsdling. Therefore, the test does have the capabil ity of 
identifying non-recruiters who most likely have had some or much sales experience, and 
whose sales aptitude is equal to or better than that of a recruiter 
Now that the S<lles Comprehension Tcst has been partially validated to function as 
a screening device in the recruiter selection process, a cosl/benl:flt analys is is needed 10 
justify it use 
B, C OST/Bf,NEFIT ANALYSIS 
As a screening instnllnent for new recruiters, the Sales Comprehension Test could 
he used effcctively in two roles. First, a pre-detennined cut-off score on the test could be 
useful in selecting recruiters to attend the ARC. Secondly, its role could bl: to i[icntlfy 
those [ecruih.:r eandidaks wilh ~ level of saks aptitUde equal to, or greater than that of a 
trained rccnliter, thus eannarking them ~s not needing additi onal inslnlction on the basil: 
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principles of selling. These roles, and the cost savings associated with each. are the 
topics of discussion in the following paragraphs 
To usc the test as a screening device to select recruiter candidates for attendance at 
the ARC, a cut-off, or minimum score on the Sales Comprehension Test would have to be 
met (or exceeded) by the recruiter candidate to be e ligible tu attend the ARC, and 
ultimately. to become a recruiter, This requirement, to meet or exceed a pre-dctermin:!d 
minimum score, would help ensure that recruiter candidates attending the ARC have 
somc previolls knowledge of basic selling princ iples and. thus, are less likely to fail out of 
the ARC. Although follow-up testing with a fairly large sample of recruiter candidates 
would be needed to detemlinc the statistically most effective cut-off score, a conservative 
estimate of this score can he ohtained using the different group test scores li sted in Table 
XIV. Since becoming a recruiter requires that one successfu lly complete the ARC. a 
logical start poi nt for detemlining a conservative cut-off score is the mean Sales 
Comprehcnsion Test swre ofa recruitcr. From Table XIV. one can sec that this score is 
approximately 2 I. However, keep in mind that this test score is the mean test score of a 
population that has already been indoctrinated in the basic principles of sell ing, one 
should look one standard deviation to the left of the mean to find a more real ist ic cut-off 
test score. This test score would ensure a recruiter candidate has some degree of sales 
aptitUde, but most likely not equal to that of a recruiter With an average 
recruiter-tcst-score standard deviation of20. a conservative estimate for the cut-oil' score 
is om:. Therefore. to be qualified to attend the ARC and, ulti mately. to hecome a 
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recruite r, a recruiter ~amjida(e would nr:ed to obtain a one, or better, on the Sales 
Comprehension Test, in addition to meeting the other selection criteria outlined in 
AR60 1- 1 and Jisted in Appendices A and B 
In order to determine the cost savings to be obtained by Ilsing the Sillcs 
COmprChell~i()1l Test in this role, estimated costs of ,ending a reeruitr:[ candidate to the 
ARC arc nee-deu . These cost'>, provided by USAREC Heildyuarler~, PA&E Directorate 
rRef 11, r 2], arc iisted in Table XV 
TABLE XV. ARC AVERAGE COSTS PER STUDENT 
Item Cost 
Trave l, Per Diem for ARC Pe riod $2250 
AR~ Fc~r Weeks J1illfl 
~ Total _ $3675 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, CSAREC Headquarters anticipate." the ARC losing 
appl-oximatci y 150 recrUiter candidates during Fiscal Year I f)<)4 due to tailmes 
Therefore, the savings to::,e gilined rrorn decreasing the tailure mtc at the ARC by 







$J,675 x ISO = $551 ,250 
USAREC Headquarters, PA&r:: Oireetorate projects that approximately 1700 
recruiter candidates will ilttend th t' ARC in Fiscal Year 19<)4 If the Sales 
Comprehension Test wue given to each of these candidates prior to illtending the ARC, 
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the cost of testing, at S2.38 per test, WQuid sum to $4046.00. Therefore, an approximate 
minimum savings to USAREC and the Army, if applying the Sales Comprehension Test 
in this role, would be $51 ,079.00. However, an approximate maximum savings would bl;.": 
$547,204.00. Furthermore, depending on the effectiveness of the test in screening out 
possible ARC failure';. fewer candidates would have to be sent, and less money would 
have to be allocated to thl;.": ARC because of reduced fai lure risk for those chosen 10 altend 
For example, if the test were able to screen out 1;0 percent of the failures, funds for only 
1580 recruiter candidates would have to be allocated, rather than funds for 1700 
candidates This money could be allocated to other projects requiring the additional 
funds 
The second screening role for the Sale,; Comprehension Test is to identity those 
recruiter candidates with a level of sales aptitude equal to, or greater than that of a 
recruiter. Thl;.": recruiter candidates idtntified in this process would be eannarked as not 
n:quiring any additIOnal instruction on tht basic principles of selling. Since a majority of 
thc ARC's course instruction focuses on the understanding and appreciation of the basic 
principles of selling nl;.":cessary to become successful [Ref. 4, p. 140], a recruiter candidatc 
identified as already understanding these basic principles should have no rcquirement 10 
attend the ARC. Instcad, he or she should be sent directly to a recruiting battalion where 
the recruiter candidate is taught only those recruiter specitic tasks missl;.":d at the ARC, 
prior to starting thc TTE program. Thesc subject areas, not relaltd to selling prineipks, 
could be taught at the battalion level during thl;.": rtcruitn candidate's in-procl;.":ssing period. 
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Here again, foll ow-up testing with fa irly large samp les of recmitcr candidates and 
recruiters would be needed to detennine the statistically most accurate test score at which 
a recruite r candidate either meets or exceeds an average recruiter's test score, and thus has 
a level of sales aptitude equa l to or greater than that of an average recruiter. Using results 
obtained Irom this study, a conservative test score wou ld be the mean test score for the 
n:cruiler population. Since it has been shown in this study that Sales Compn:hension 
Test scores do not vary with time as a recruiter, a n:eruiter candidate scoring 21, or hettcr, 
on the test has already obtained a level of understanding of basic sell ing principles equal 
to, or greater then that of the average scoring recruiter. Therefore , to vahdate the ARC 
and move direct ly to a recruiting batlalion, a recruiter candidate \\,'Ould need to obtain a 
2! or better on tile Sales Comprehension Test, whi le also meeting the other select ion 
criteria outlined in AR 601 -1 and listed in Appendices A and B. In addition, a 
requirement wou ld eXIst for the recruiter candidate to be given instruction on those 
recruiter-spec iflc tasks missed at the ARC prior to starting the TTE program 
Using the estimated costs to send a recruiter to the ARC, aTld the USAREC fiscal 
Year \994 projection of recnJiter candidates to attend the ARC, the cost savings to be 
gained from not having 10 send a percentage of recruiter candidates to the ARC is 
At RO percent: ( 1370 recruilt"r caTldidatesJ 
At 60 percent: (\027 rce,\l itcr candidates) 
At 40 percent: ( 685 recruiter candidates) 
At 20 ptrcent: ( 342 recruiter candidates) 
At 10 percent: ( 17 \ recnJ iter candidates) 
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It is imponant to note that these cost ~avings assume that the avcragc cost per 
student docs not increase as a result of x number of students nOl attending the ARC, thus 
creating a surplus capacity_ To prevent this from happening, USAREC would have to 
plan its class sizes in advance, based on the number of studellls selected not to attend the 
ARC as a result of their high test score on the Sa l e~ Comprchension Te~t. Knowing the 
total number of recllliter candidates needcd, in addition to the number being sent directly 
to recruiting battalions, USAREC could plan, in advance, each class size, and thus, 
allocate fund s and resources accordingly 
There would bc no dcductions hom thc above savings other than what it would cost 
a battalion trainer to train a recruiter candidate in those recrui1l;:r specific tasks missed at 
the ARC. Conscrvatively estimating, a battalion trainer spending two hours per day lor 
two weeks ~~, the cost savings for each percentage listed above is 
reviscd as shown below 
At 80 percent S5,034750 - (SI9.91([7 pay per hour) x 28 hours x 1370 recruiter 
candidates) = $4,271,002 
AI60perccnt $3.774,225-(SI9.91 x28x 1027)=$3,201,693 
At40percelll $2517,375-($19.91 x28x 685) = $2,135,501 
At 20 percent: $1.256.850-($19.91 x28x 342) = $1,066,192 
AI 10 pcrcent· $ 628,425 - ($19.91 x 28 x 171) "" $ 533.096 
Using the Sales Comprehemion Test in the two roles discussed above, the 
approximate maximum and minimum savings to be achieved are 
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Maximum sav ings when used in 1st role: S 547,204 
S1.2l.LQQl 
Total Maximum $4,818 ,206 
Min imum savings when used in I st role S 51,079 
Minimum savings when used in 2nd role: ~
ro ta l Minimum Savings' $584,175 
This, hy no means, IS an exhaustive cost analy~is. It was onl y intended to provide 
the reader with some direct costs and cost savi ngs to justify the use o f the Sa les 
Comprehens ion Test as a screening tool to select futu re recnliters . A more refined 
analysis would consider quant ifying those intangibles such as the uneccessary break-up 
of a cohesive un it from which the recrui ter candidate departed, or the negat ive puhl ic ity 
the Recruit ing Command receives when a recrui ter candi date fails to l:omplete the ARC 
Adding these intangible costs into the analysis would suhstantially increase the cost 
savings to LSAREC and the lJS Anny. On the other hand, administra tive costs 
associated with administering the test, and recording its results for future lise, also need to 
bl; 1;0llsi(kred in a more refined and accurate costfbcncfit analysis 
Although it has been sta tistically shown that the Sales Com prehension Test cannot 
be used to pred ict rcnuitl;::r success/nonsuccess (by itse lf) using the present-emp loyee 
method of va lida tion, hy selecting only those recnliter cand idates who already posscss 
somc degrl;e of sales aptitude, onc can only help those fUl ure recruiters become 
successful. Furthermore, money spent on ARC fail ures and on recruiter candidatcs not 
requiring the instruction provided at the ARC could be saved and used morc effective ly 
by both USi\REC and the lJS Amly. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AN)) RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this thesis. statistical and cosllbenefit analyses were used to validate and justify 
thc usc of a sekcted sales-aptitude test for (successful) recruiter selection The specific 
questions that were to be answered from this study are" 
Can a selected sales-aptitude test be used to select future (successful) recruiters, 
thus aiding in reducing the number of failures USAREC is experiencing among its 
TTE and ficid -force recruiters? 
Can 11 selected sales-aptitude test be used to decrease the numbn of failures 
LJSAREC is experiencing at the ARC? 
Are there any roles in which a selected sales-aptitude test could be used to save 
USAREC and the US Army money? 
More speculat ive questions for future thought and investigation that were raised 
from this study include 
What can one learn about the dynamics of the US Anny's recruiting system trom 
the results obtained from this sales-aptitude test ami study? How can this 
know ledge be exploited to reduce the number ofUSAREC recruiter failures? 
How well defmed is USAREC's measure of a recruiter's effectiveness? Is the 
current data collected on recruiters useful in measuring a recruiter's effectiveness? 
1I0w accurate is the data? 
How much inf1uence does a recruiter have on his own success? How much 
inf1uence does a recruiting battalion have on a recruiter"s success? 
It is the focus of this chapter to answer the first three questions and to provide 
recommendations for this study and future studies of this nature 
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A. CONCLCSIONS 
Results obtained hom the statistical tests us.cd in this study indicate tilat the Sak~ 
Comprehension Test. by it~dL is incapable: of distinguishing between successful and 
uIlsuccessnJI recruiters when measuring success/nonsuccess by either of the two 
Measures of Recruiter Effectiveness developed in this study. Results also indicate that 
the Sales Comprehension Test Gllllllot be empirically validated to fUllction as a predictor 
of successful/unsllccessful recmitcrs (hy itself) when using the "pn:scnt-employcc" 
method of validation. As a result of these tindings, the Sales Compn:hension Te.'! is not 
seen as an effecli\e aid in selecting future (successful) recruiters, nor in reducing the 
number of failures l~SAREC is experiem:ing among its TTE and field force recriliters 
each year 
Ihe Sales Comprehension Test has, however, been panially validated, using only 
the "present-employee" method of validation, to function as a screening device in the 
recruiter selet.:tion process Functioning in this capacity, the Sale~ Comprehension Test 
can reduce the risk of ARC failures by ensuring that only those recruiter candidate~ 
possessing a minimum degn:e or .';ales aplilude ;1re sekded to attend the ARC 
Additionally, fum.:tioning a ~creeJliJlg device, the Sale~ Comprehension Test can be 
used to identify those recruiter candidates with a level of sales aptitude equal to, 01 
gr~ater than thai of a haloed reelllirer, thus earmarking thern candidates not requiring 
the instnletion given at the ARC These recruiter candidates would bi;: sent directly to a 
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recruiting battalion wtll:re they would be taught thme recruiter specific tasks missed at 
the ARC, prior to starting the TIE program 
A costibeneflt analysis indicated that the Sak~ Comprehension Test, used in a 
screening role, could save USAREC and the US Anny anywhere from an approximate 
minimum of $5R4, 175 to an approximatc maximum ot $4,818,206, Although this was 
not an exhaustive cost/benefit analysis, it docs providc the reader wi th ~ume idea of the 
cost savings to he gained by using the Salcs Comprchcnsion Test in a screening role 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommend that a follow-up test, using a relatively large sample of nOn-rCGuiters, 
be conducted using the Sales Comprehen~ion Test in a screening role. The purpose of the 
screening is twofold: 
Scrcening for ARC attendanc{'_ The test should he given 10 recruiter candidates 
sometimc prior to starting the ARC, and then again immediate ly upon completion 
of the ARC. Although the sales-aptitude tcst score would not prcvent any rceruiter 
candidates from attending the ARC. during the follow-up testing, test scorcs and 
failurcs shou ld be monitored closely (across several ARC classes) to detcnnine thc 
most effcctive cut-off scorc, in temls of reducing failures at the ARC. This cllt-off 
score should be madc available for future usc by USAR EC 
Screening for nonattendance at the ARC. The test results obtained from the 
test ing discussed above should be used to ddennine at what point (test score) a 
recruiter candidate with sales experience no lunger gains an)1hing from the ARC in 
regards to enhancing his, or her understanding and appreciation of basic principles 
of selling_ This can be detennined by cxamining thc before and aner scores to 
decide at what point the least change between test scores occurs. The results trom 
this study indicate that this point (test score) is 21: however, results from a larger 
sump\t: mi!;hl prove this point to be inaccurate. 
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If thi~ fol low-up invl;;stigation sho ws positive result~ n:garding the lise of the Sales 
Comprehension Tcst as a screening device. and it is believed that effective and accurate 
cut-o ff scores hilve been obtained, the tesl should be implcmentt:d immediately In the 
ro les disc ussed in Chapler IV . Furthennore, a more detailt:d cost/1)enetit analysis should 
be perfomlcd. to obtain a more accurate cost savings estimate to he achieved by 
USAREC and tht US Amly. 
Using the Salt:s Comprehension l \:s\ in a screening role would require thai thl: test 
be administered 10 a recruiter candidate. and the score be recorded in his or her 
performance records, prior to the candidate's selection for atlt:ndance at the ARC 
All hough the sekction of test locations <Ind lime windows for testing arc beyond the 
scope of this paper. possible locations aod time windows include: <I soldier's Basic 
Training post during his, or her initial entry into the Am1Y, a so l dier~ post at which he or 
she atlcnds the Primar;.' Leadership Dcvelopment Course (PLDC). or the soldier's post at 
which he. o r she attends the Basic Non-colllmissioned Officer Course (RNCOC )_ Each 
o f these loc<Itions and time windows provide opportunities, ~ince all soldiers must pass 
through these gates to attain the rank of Sergeant and above. which are the reqUired ranks 
to become a recruiter. Therefore. it j~ recommended that an independent study examine 
I. T est locations and time windows for testing 
2 . The adm inist rative support required to reeord aml/or update test scores in a 
soldie r's perfomlance records 
3 How to optimize the testing and costing relationships 
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Because the Sales Comprehension Test is a commercial tcst , it is recommended that 
a tailor-made lest, us ing thc ~ame principles as was used to develop the Sales 
Comprehension Test. be dcveloped solely for use by USAREC. The dl;.':Velopmcnt of a 
tailor-made test would decrease the long-run costs of test ing, and would enable USAREC 
to inel ude its speciflc ideas on selling principles in the test 
A fl nal recommendation concerns the focus of future studies The results of this 
study indicate that the Sales Comprehension Test is not an effective tool (by itself) for 
predicting recruite r success/nonsuccess , Specifically, statistical tes ts n::vealed that the 
two battalions tested had statistically equal mcan test scores; however, one battal ion's 
mean percent success figures (using MORE I or MORE 2) were much higher than the 
other battalion's_ These statistical results provide some basis for bdieving that factors 
unique to indi vidual recruiting battalions such as leadership, morale and organizational 
effectiveness, to name only a few, may have an extrcmely imponant role in determining a 
recruiter's success/nonsuccess. rhus, attributes or both the individual and the 
organization. in which the recru iter operates, may be imponant for predicting the future 
success of candidate recruiters_ Therefore, n::commend that fmure stlldies be aimed at 
examining those variables to be used in a model that represents a successful recruiting 
hattalion. since a successful recruiting battalion will have few , if any, uusuccessful 
recnllterS. but wilt have several. if not all, successful recruiters Addit ionally, 
recommend that recruiter failures. for ineffectiveness, be catalogued by unit (recruiting 
hattalion) and examined to sec what trends arc present in th is data. Of particular inter~st 
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would be any r~latlollship observed between OIganizatlOna l characteristics and the 
number of recruitcr filijun:s 
APPENDIX A. RECRUITER SELECTION CRITERIA 
1"0 qualify for ~ek(;tion as a US Army renuiter, either as a volunteer or a~ a DA 
selected recruiter, a soldiel- must' 
1. Be a citizen of the l.nited States 
3 I [ave a minimum GT score of 110 waivable to 100 with an ST s(;ore of [00 
4 Be at least 21 years old, but not more than 35 vears old at time of selection 
llilve completed 1 year of service since reclassification per AR (,00-700 
8 Not be (;urrently a~signed to the Military Entran(;e Processing Command 
(MEP(,OM). 
10. !lave a minimum pbysical profile of 13221. (No shaving profile) 
I L ]lave no lost time during tbe current enlistment or in tbe past .1 years, whichever 
is longer (no waivcr). 
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12. Pos~e~s or be able to obtain a valid driver's license 
involves an extensive amount of automobile driving 
record of careless, reckless, or unsafe driving 
as ,I reenlller 
mu.,t have no 
13. Posse~~ excellent military appearance ,tnt! beaTlllg. and have no obvious 
abnormalities or mannerisms, Must not have any lewd or 
offensive marks or tigurcs (tattoos) visible upon thc exposed arm while 
wearing the prescribed duty uniform. to include the physical training unifonn 
14 . If married to another soJdier, have a spouse who will concurrently apply and be 
qualified for assignment with USAREC 
15 . Not currently nor have been previously emolled in the past 12 months in a dnlg or 
a lcohol dependency intervention program of any type. (NO waiver is authorized ,) 
16. Not be pregnant at time of selection or prior to attendancc at thc ARC. 
17. Have completed the period of stabilization in the current assignment 
18, Have filvorabk c ivilian and disciplinilry records. Have no unfavorable 
alcohol related inc idents within past 5 years upon ilttendance at the ARC. 
Examples of such disqualifying conduct are driving under the inf1uenee (DUI ). 
driving while intoxicated (D WI), or charged with drunk and disorderly conduct 
19. Never have been convicted by civilian court or military courts-martial 
2t) Never have had action taken (including proceedings under the provisions of 
Artick IS , Uniform Code of\1ilitary Justice (UCMJ) by any authority for: (a) An 
offense which the maximum penalty under the UCMJ is death or confinement for 
o months or more (No waiver authorized.); (b) Any offens~ that involves moral 
turpi tude. regardless ofsentcnce rcceived. (No waiver authorized.) 
21, Be in receip! of EDAS assignment instruction to USA REC wi!h T DY ClUOu!e !O 
the Army Recruiting Course constitutes umhority for eligible persOlmel to extend 
or reenlis! under AR 001-280, paragraph 3-1 Approval to delete or defer a 
soldier from these AI is re~erved for the Cdr, PERSCOM, ATTN 
TAPe-HM -A. 
22 . Have no m,lri!a l, emotional, or major medical problems (to include immediate 
that would hamper performance on recruttmg duty. RecrUIting duty 
to geographic ineas that are away from military medical 
facilities enrolled in the Exceptional F,lmily Member Program may 
serve as a recruiter. Every effort will be made to assign them near a military 
installation or in a civilian community where definitive medical care for their 
family member is aVililable 
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23. Not be a sale pan::nt (no waiver) 
24. Not have morc than two depcndents (to include spou~c) if a SGT. three 
dependents (to include spouse) if a SGT(P), four dependents (to include ~pouse) if 
a SSG, or five dependents (to include spouse) if a SFC 
25. fk financially stable. Have not filed a petition claiming bankruph.:y within 5 
years and not currently responsible for making any payments as a result of any 
such action. The financ ial situation of soldiers being considered for selection will 
be dosely scmtinized for those soldicrs who submit a DA Form 5425-1{ 
(Applicant.fNominee Personal Financial Statement). In determining finan(;ial 
~uitability. consideration should include income versus expenditures, ~av i ngs and 
investment programs, and cost~ associated with separation from military 
installations. Also considcrcd will be the paymcnt of SOAP. once the recruiter 
qualifie~ for it 
26. If a volunteer is serving a dependent restricted tour, the soldier must waive his 
entitlement to the home base/advance assigment program. 
27. Have a minimum TIS remaining of J years following the completion of the Anny 
Recruiting Coursc 
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APP ENDIX R. PROCEDURES FOR VOJ_UNTEE RJNC OR REING 
NOMINATED FOR RECRUITING DUTY 
PlOccdures for voiulllcering or being nominated for recruiting dUly art: outlincn in 
AR 60 1-1 and include the selec tion criteria contained in Appendix A. A summary' of 
these proccdun::s for a volunteer inc lude 
I Volunteers will submit requests for duty on DA Fonll 4 \87 (PcrSOJUlcl 
Action) to the firs! commander in the of Lieutenant Colond (LTC) or 
higher in the chain of command 
2 rhe first commander in the grade of LTC or in thl;; volu nteers chain of 
command will complete a DA Form 5426-R EV<lluatlon) on the 
potential recruiter 
3 The individual will wmplete a DA Fonn 5425-R, Financial Statement 
4 The commander will dctemlinc the vuluntetr'g qualifications for recruiting duty 
according to the sekdion criteria found in Appendix A 
5 The batta lion Commander or first LTC supervisor in the soldier'S chain of 
command will personally interview the selectee (this may not be delegated), 
complete DA ['"orm 542i-R (Commander's Assessment of Recruiter Candidate), 
and attach a copy of the individual's DA FornI 2A (Personnel Qualification 
Record, Part I), and DA Form 2-1lPersonncl Qualitieation Record, Part [I). 
6 The completed packet of fomls will be sent 10 PERSCOM lor final se\e(;tion 
The proeed'!.lres for nominees (non volunteers) arc similar 10 that of the volunteers 
except that the DA Form 4187 and DA Fonn 5426-R are not required, The information 
provided by these two fonns is not requIred by PERSCOM for nominees 
This Appendix also contains a copy of each of the forms lis ted above except for the 
DA Forlll 2A and DA FOnll 2-1 
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APPENDIX D 
The data that you provide on this fonn and on the following test will help the US 
Army Recruiting Command improve its "Reenl it the Reeruitcr" program 
Completion of this foml and the test, which begins on the next page, should take no 
longer than twenty or thirty minutes, but please u~e whatever time you need 
When you have finished, return this material to the person who gave it to you 
rJ-lA NK YOU 
Name 
last firs t middle initial 
Social Security Number _ _ _ 
Current Rank ___________ _____ _ 
Current MOS _ _ ___ _ _ _ 
Gender (check one) 0 Male 0 Female 
Current length of ~crviee (in months) _ _ _ 
Did you volunteer to be 11 recruiter? U Yes LJ No 
8. Do you plan to obtain a recruiter MOS? 0 Yes c-.J No 
Have you ever done civilian sales work? U Yes U No 
10 Do you plan to do civilian sales work? 0 Yes ::::J No 
II What is your home state (print full name)? _ _ __ _ 
12 . In what state are you serving as a recruiter? ___ _ _ 
13 1·low many months do you have left as a recruiter? _ __ _ 
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AI','EN()IX E 
Included III [hi., appendi x arc samples of the foll owi ng dalahases lind spread~hcc t s 
used in collating data for analysis 
Pilot Study [lalilbilse for Recrui ters 
Pilot Study Database for Non-Recruiters 
Spreadsheet for Calculating GSA Average Percent Success 
Spreadsheet for Calculating VOLe - j Average Percent Success 
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E~SAM.P.LE PORTION OF PILOT S"!.UDY DATABASE FOR RECRUITERS MO GSA GS.. GSil VOL() VOL( I VOL() 1ST UNJT GSA VOL() MORE MOllE MOR~ I MSN MSN ACH CUM MS", ACt< I CUM seA AVG AVG 1 2 2 (<>-. 
=~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ MO) 
28 ~24 96 42 39 nSf> 4 0 073 053 94~~L~ 
28 28 23 6214 42 5 1 12 14335 078 1 9511 18511 65 
53 I 44 &1.02 1~ 
14 1 0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~,~,"~"O,L~WO~~ 
124,844,511 
1 15J.8 1 56.5 
84,58~ 
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SAMPLE PORTION OF PILOT·STUDY DATABASE FOR NON· RECRU ITERS 
(BNCOC PERSONNEL) 
TEST SCORE DONE CIV SAL.ES PRIOR RECR 
~N=O~ __ ~ ____ ~N=-O ~ 
NO I --·~~---r----=N=O-----r--~N~O~--~ 
22 NO YES 
-90 NO NO 
NO NO 
~i~--+---~~=~ ---.----~~~  





NO - NO 
12 ~~ ~ 







NO NO _oj 
NO NO 
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SUPPORTING SPREADSHEET SAMPLE (CALCULATING GSA AVG PCT SUCCESS) 
GSA ASGD GSA ACHD DEP LOSS TOTAL GSA ACHD GSA SUC 
GSA AVG PCT SUC 0.73 
GSA AVG PCT SUC 0.78 
o 0 
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SU PPORT ING SPREADSHEET SAM PLE (CALCULATES VOl( ) AVG peT SUCCESS) 
I VOL(-)ASGO VOL(-)ACHD DEP LOSS TOT VOL(-) ACHO VOL(-) 
sue 
0 , 0 , , 
, , 0 , , 
, 2 0 2 I , 
, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I I 
, 1 :-+ 1 , , 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 , 0 , 1 
1 0 0 0 , 0 
1 0 0 0 0 I 
0 1 0 1 I 1 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 I 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
r-- 0 
_ +----0-4 -VOl(-) AVG peT sue 
1 0 , 
0.53 
1 
1 2 1 0 2 , 
0 1 
.l------' 1 
- -;-0 3 0 3 
-
0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 , ~ , 0 
1 2 0 2 l-h 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 , 1 
0 , 0 1 6, 1 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 , 
1 1 0 , , 
, 0 0 0 0 





SA.l ~jMORE SA TT AllON 





Random Variable lost Scom (Bal timom Bn) 
Valid Cases 
21 .27 10 Std Err 
Medial1 23.0000 Var iance 396.4279 Max 
·26.0000 Skewness 
64.0000 S 10 Skew 2116 
5% Trim 21.6602 SldDev 19.9105 Range 92.0000 Kurtosis -0092 
95% CI fo r Mean (17 .6294. 24.71261 lOR 2{;OOOO S E Ku rt 
Normali ty Test ----~--c----;,_--;:c__;_-----___1 
Stat istic (If Significance 





NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TEST SCORE 
SANTA ANA BATTALION 
:J / 1 '1/~ . 
40 -20 0 20 40 lo 80 
92 
Test Score (Sa'lta A'la Bn) __ _ _ __ _ 
Valid Cflsns Missing Cases Pe~cc,~,~' M~is~si,-,'~_---,,_ 
20.0866 Std Err 1.4945 Min -38.0000 Skewness 
2?OOOO V .. rinnce 63.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 20.f.iClGO Std Dc... 17.9967 R<lnge 1010000 Kurtos s 4593 
95% ClIo· Mflfln (17.1425. 23.05051 fO" 23.0000 S E KLJrt 
Stntistic elf 
K-S (Ulliefors) __ 
93 
TEST SCORE 
Balt imore Battalion 
Santa A'la Battalion 
Mean Difference", 1.1744 




~s Test for Equallty_ of Varia:c"=""-----'-F~-e_ ",' .5",60=-_ ,--P e:c.o2l~co3 _ _ _ _ ----1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ I-Test lor Equality of Means 








95% CI for Difference 
(-3.318 , 5.667) 
(-3.342,5.691 ) 
Mann-Whitney U . Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
I 
I 
Test Score by Unit I 
Mean Rank Cases 
140.06 131 UNIT Baltimore Bn I 
137,09 ill UNIT 
r-____ ___ ~2~76 T="'~I _ _ ________ ~ 
Corrected for Ties 
2·Tailed P I 





~IM;:: GROUP: 0-9 MON7HS 
:::;::RCE~"7"SUC ':£SS 
----~ 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: 0-9 MONTHS 
<00 
95 
" R'C'::::,'bom= V'=ria::;:bc:".- --------;;P="=cent-80-" -""-(M-0 -RE- "- - - - - -
Val id Cases 28.0 Missing Cases· Percent Missing 
173.5664 Std Err 
144 .1500 Variance 








d' Sign ificance 












7iME GROLP G·g MO"JTl-iS 
T~S- SCORE ;tcta POI1~S, 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TEST SCORE 







Valid Cases Missing Cases .0 Percent Missmg· 
Mean 20 .5893 SId Err 4.2591 32 .0000 Skewness - 2736 
19.0000 Variance 507.9084 Max 63.0000 
21.1865 SId Dev 22.5368 R.ange 













PERCENT SUCCESS VS TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP: D-9 MONTHS 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 1) 
Porcent Success Test Score 
10000 I -.0572 ( 28) ( 28) 
po p" .773 
0572 
I 
',,,,,;~, ( 28) 
P = .773 
(Coefficien t I (Cases) / 2-Tailed Signif icance) -----l 
• is printed il a coe!iie,ent cannot be corr.puted 
Kendall Correlation CoeflicientS 
Test scor"1 - 1649 I 
N ( 28) 
i---cc-"'SI"G ,=,22"'0_--1 
Percent Success 
I(COeif icient I (Cases) I 2-Tailed Significance) 
I" - • IS printed If a coeffic ient cannot be computed 
~------'S~p"~"=m~"~C~"~'"~I"~i on~C~oo~lf~iCi="O~"~----- ----
(Coefficient I (Cases) I 2-Tailed Significance) 




T'ME GRCJP: 10-24 MON-~S 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCESS (MORE 1) 
TIM E G ROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
1
' / "" " 
~ , 
I: 
I ' __ !_' ____ ~O=B=SE='V=E='V=A='"=E ______ __ 
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Percent Success (MORE1) 
MissingCflses Percent Missing __ O_ 
Mean 119.8831 Std Err 4.0833 Min 50.1605 Skewness 
Median 112.8947 Variance 1934.116 Max 315.0000 SESkew .2246 
5% Trim 116.4901 SId Dell 43.9786 Rflnge 264.8395 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (111.7949, 127.9714) lOR 51.2815 SEKurt 
Normality Test 
Statistic df Significance 
K-S (Lilliefors) .0108 
102 
SALES COMPREHENSiON 
- EST SCORE 
- r,'::. GROUP. 10-2<: t.:ONTrS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
10] 
Valid Cases 116.0 Missing Cases: 
Mean 20 .4828 Std Err 1.74 13 Min 
Median 23.2500 Variance 351.7258 Max 
-38.0000 Skewness 
64.0000 S E Skew 
-.4944 
5%Trim 21.0632 SldDev 18.7544 Range 102.0000 Kurtosis 5067 
95% Clfor Mean (17 .0336. 23.9319) lOR 25.7500 S E Kurt 
Normality Test 
Stat istic df Significance 
K-S (Lilliefors) 116 > .2000 
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PERCENT SUCCESS VS TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP 10-24 MONTHS 
: .:; . 
f'I'.RCHH SUCCESS (MORE 1; 
f-_ _ _ _ _ _ --'p-""::c"e::°c.:' C~o"'' ',~lalio'''_,C''''''lfic~''<""'t"'_, _____ _ 
Percent Success 
Percent Success 
( 116) I po 
1526 
I ( 11 6) P = .102 
Test Score 
I(COeff icient I (Cases). I 2-Tailed Significance) 
r . " IS printed If a coeff'Clenl cannot be computed 
Test Score 
( 116) 





Kendal l Correlat ion Coefficients 
.1023 
N( 116) ~ SIG .106 
Percent Success ~~--
(Coeff icient I (Cases) I 2·Tailed Significance) 
• is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed 
Spearman Corre lation Coefficients 
(Coeffi cient I (Cases) I 2-Tailed Significance) 




,I/E GRJ, .... ;J . :>25 MQN1:-iS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: >25 MONTHS 
lU7 
Random Variable Percent Success (MORE 1) 
Valid Cases 132.0 Missing Cases Percent Missing 
Mean 112.4840 Std Err 3.5891 Min 37.7737 Skewness 2.0336 
Median 106.2355 Variance 1700.379 Max 295.6000 S ESkew 2108 
5% Trim 108.5130 Std De... 41.2356 Range 257.8263 Kurtosis 6.5699 
95% CI tor Mean (1 05.3839. 119.5841) tQR 40.1 071 S E Kurt 
Norrr.ality Test 
Statistic df Significance 




~1"'1 :: 3ROUP: :>25 MOr-.;T'iS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP :>25 MONTHS 
109 
Random Variable: Test Score 
Valid Cases: 132.0 Missing Cases __ '-------'-p'' -''=' ''-oI '''M=iSS''-''''9 -~---l 
Mean 20.8182 Std Err 1.5970 Min 26.0000 Skewness 2801 
22 .0000 Var iance 63.0000 S ESkew 2108 
5% Trim 21 .0833 Std Dev 18.3478 Range 89.0000 Kurtosis .0398 
95% C I for Mean (17.6590, 23.9774) fQR 23.2500 S E Kurt 4187 
~~Y=T=" =" _ ___ ~~_~ __ ~~ _____ __ 
Statist ic dt SlgnlflC;lIlce 
K-S (lil liefors) 0472 132 > .2000 
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PERCENT SUCCESS VS TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP: >25 MONTHS 
""{ ,'. 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORI: 1) 








P = .921 
(Coefficient I (Cases) I 2·Tai led Slgmlicance) 












Kendall Correlation Coeffic~nts 
0203 
N ( 132) 
SIG .732 
Percent Success 
(Coefficient I (Cases) I 2-Tailed Significance) 
• is printed if a coefhcient cannot be computed 
Spearman Correlation CQejficjents 
N ( 132) 
SIG _799 
Percent Success 
I (Cases) I 2-Tailed Signiftcance) 
" is printed it a coefhcient cannot be computed 
RECRUtTER SUCCESS 
MORE2 
~iME GROUP- Q..£, IotO~T1-lS 
___ ----=c=-=-:cc::: _____ __ ~~ __ 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP: 0"9 MONTHS 
113 
Random Variable Percent Success (MORE2) 
L Val id Cases 103.0 Missing Cases 
Mean 68.9903 Std Err 1.1663 Min 
Media" 70.0000 Var iance 140. 1077 Max 
Percent Missing 
41.0000 Skewness 
100.0000 S ESkew 
5% Tr im 69.0076 Std Dev 11.8367 Range 59.0000 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (66 .6769, 71 .3037) lOR 19.0000 S E Kurt 
Normality Test· 
Statistic df Significance 




IME GROUP; O·g MOr\,HS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TEST SCORE 
1(7 
I ~ ''''''--,,0,------,,'- ---,00-----,''0 _~_~. L __ OBSERVED VALUE 
11 5 
'I ~R,=~~o=m~v=ari~'b=I'~----------~T,-,t~S~'o-~------------- -----
103.0 Missing Cases: 
Mean 21.9223 StdErr 1.7992 Min 
Median 24 .0000 Var iance 333.4106 Max 
Percent Missing: _ ~ 
28.0000 Skewness 
58.0000 S ESkew 
· 4726 
.2379 
5% Trrm 22.5453 SId Dev 18.2595 Range 86,0000 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean ( 18.3537, 25.4910) IQR 21.0000 S E Kurt 4716 
Normality Test 
Stati stic Signif icance 
~S(lilliefors) .0578 103 > .2000 
tt6 
PERCENT SUCCESS VS TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP O-g MONTHS 
t'I'RCENT SUCCESS (MORE 2) 














(Coefficient I (Cases) I 2 Ta iled Significance) 
. IS prin ted II a coelhc:ent can~t_?_e~?~_~~t~d _____ _ _ ___ ~ 
117 
_ _ _ _ ___ ~K'=nda ll Correlation Coefficients 
Test Score .0725 
N ( 103) 
SIG .292 
Percent Success 
(Coefficient I (Cases) / 2-1ailed Significance) 
• is printed if a coeffic ient cannot be computed 
Spearman Correlation Coefficients 
Test Scole 
(Coefficient I (Cases) I 2-Tailed Signi ficance) 




~I\'E GROUP_ ~C-24 MOr.,;Tl-lS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP- 10-24 MONTHS 
t/ 
I ., , " , W 00 
OBSERVED VALUE 
11 9 
Random Variable Percent Success (MORE2) 
Mean 72.0118 StdErr 1.2221 Min 42.7333 Skewness .3384 
Median 71.3182 Variance 169.7688 Ma)( 100.0000 S ESkew 
5% T rim 71.8034 Std Dev 12.9911 Range 57.2667 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (69.5904. 74.4332) lOR 18.8068 S E Kurt 4512 
Normality Test 
Statistic d f Significance 




~IME GROUP 1O-24,\10N-'-HS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
t7 1 
~G ~o 0 20 40 60 ib 
12l 
Random Variable: 
Val 'd Cases 113.0 Missing Cases: 
Mean 20.5575 Std Err 1.7831 Min 




64.0000 S ESkew 
5% Tnm 21.1455 Std Dev 18.9547 Range 102.0000 Kurtosis 
95% CI fo ~ Mean (17.0245. 24.0905) lOR 26.5000 S E Kurt 
5024 
_NormalitY Te~,,~ ______ ~~ _ _ ~~ __ ~~ __________ ~ 
Statistic df Significance 
K-S (Li lliefors) 0702 '" .2000 
122 
PERCENT SUCCESS VS TEST SCORE 
TIME: GROUP 10-24 MONTHS 
: :"" 
PFRCFNT SUCCESS (MORF:J) 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
Percent SLlccess 
ICoefficient (Cases) i 2 Tailod Signilicance) 
, is printed jf ac~fflclent cannot bp. cornputP.d 
I Z1 
Test Score 
Kendall Correlation Coefficients 
0288 
N ( 113) 
SIG .655 
Psrcent Succsss 
(Coefficient (Coses) / 2·Tailed Significance) 
• is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed 
Spearman Correlation CoeHicients 
.0470 I 
N { 113} 
SIG .621 
Percent Success 
(Coefficient I (Cases) .I 2-Tailed Significance) 




-;-:ME GROU= >25 MO'JTHS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT -~ 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP: >25 MONTHS 
125 
Random Var iable Percer>! Success (MORE2) 
Valid Cases Missing Cases 
Mean 67.1 744 SMErr 1.1344 Min 
Median 67.0000 Variance 168.5672 Max 
Percent Missing· 
29.9000 Skewness 
100.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 67.4184 Std Dev 12.9833 Range 70.1000 Kurtosis 
95% Cllor Mear> (64.9302, 69.4186) taR 15.4167 S E Kurt 
Normality Test 
Statistic Significance 









I Random Variable 
I Valid Cases Missing Cases 
IMe", 20.6870 Sid E" 1 6038 Mi, 
Median 22.0000 Variance 336.9436 Ma)( 
1
5% Trim 20.938 1 SId Dev 18.3560 Range 





63.0000 S ESkew 
89.0000 Kurtosis 
23.0000 S E Kurt 
- 2665 
2 11 6 
0358 
4202 
f-1-_==--;--,--_ _ _ S='" 'tiS:cliCo---:;o";-.' _-'S~ignilicarlCe 
L K.$ ",(Li""llie" 'c,,,",,-) _ _ _ ---".0"::':"47 _ _ --""'3''---___ -'-'"= ___ _ ~ 
128 
PERCENT SUCCESS VS TEST SCORE 
TIME GROUP >25 MONTHS 
;0 









P = .467 
I(Coeff icient I (Cases) I 2- -( ailed Significance) 










(Coefficient I (Cases) ! 2-Tai led Significance) 
• is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed 
1------ __ ~S~p,=arman Correlat ion Coefficients 
N l 131) 
SIG .620 
-=1 
Test scorcehJl .0437 
I ___ ___ ~p"'ercc~~ _ _ _ ________ ~ 
(Coeff icient I (Cases) I 2·Talled Significance) 
• . .. is printed if a coefficient cannot be computed 
130 
APPEN DI X H 
Ti::ST SCORF 
'7"QP l' (MORE 1) 
TIME 3ROU?: o·g MONTHS 
Note' Alth",,,"h thi, <mrrJA h." st~tk~ti~~lIy """" .~own to oa drawn 'rem a parant norrTl ~ 1 
r>O~ulabon, the .mall sampl e siza, N, mai<es it appear '0 be oDn-n Dl'r'I,;1 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TOP 11 (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP O·g MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE: 
131 
Random Variable 
Val id Cases 110 Missing Cases 
13.5455 Std Err 6. 1027 Min 
Median 17 .0000 Variance 409.6726 Max 
Test Score {Top 11 (MORE 1)) 
Percent Missing 
-24_0000 Skewness 
48.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 13 .7172 Sid Dev 20.2404 Range 72 .0000 KurtOSiS 
95% CI 1m Mean (-.0522. 27. 1431) lOR 28.0000 S E Kurt 
Normality Test 
Stat ist ic dl Signif icance 
Shapiro-Wilks 9605 






sonOM C1 (MORE' 
TIM ~ GROUP o·g MON-:-HS 
Note AllhOI 'll h this ,~mple has Sta!;Sl ically ""'~n she ... " tu t" d,~w" Irorn a p~renl rmmal 
po~clal i o.", the small sample Slze, N, m~"as It appear to be ncn'normal 
NORMAL Q -Q PLOT 
sonOM 11 (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: O-g MONTHS 
/ 
" OBSERVED VALl l t' (TEST SCOf.l.E) 
133 
Valid Cases 11.0 Missing Cases 
Mean 26,7273 Std Err 8.4090 Min 
27,0000 Variance 
Test Score (Bottom 11 (MORE 1)) 
Percent Missing 
32.0000 Skewness 
63.0000 S ESkew 
5% TrWr"l 27,9747 Std Dev 27.8894 Range 95.0000 Kurtosis 3848 
95% CI for Mean (7,9909, 45.4636) IQR 44.0000 S E Kurt 
Normality Test 
Statistic df Significance 
Shapiro-Wilks 
K-S (Lilliefors) 0967 If ". .:WOO 
134 
26.7273 8 ,409 






11 13.5455 20.24 
IMeim Difference 131818 
~L",, ,,,",.,,<>, -,,T,=,,,,,lc",, =,Eq"",,,>~li t,,Y c",1 "V"""r ia",,c0'c"'~' _ --,F-,o--,I"",2,,77_ --,-=,"-,,-_ _ _ _ 
t-Test br Equality of Moans 
Variances I-val LIe dl 2-T<lil Sig SE of Diffe rence 95% CI for Difference 
Equal 1.27 2 19 10.390 (-34.860, 8 ,497) 
Unequal 1.27 




11 TOP 11 
11 BOTll 
22 Tota l 
W Exact 2-Tailed P 
10.390 (·35.0 16,8,652) 
~.~' '" '-
2 -Tailed P 
'--= _ _ 1"'07--', O'----_---', 2--"=69~ ·1 .2812 
135 
TEST SCORE 
TOP 30 (MORE 1) 
- W,E GROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
NORMAL 0-0 PLOT 
TOP 30 (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
136 
r-- Valid Cases 
21,3000 Std Err 
25,0000 Variancp. 
5% Trim 21.8519 Std Dev 
Mi~5irJg Ca~es Percent MisslrJg: 
3.3815 Min -38,0000 Skewness 
fi4,Oooo S E S",ew 
Range 102.0000 Kurtcsis 
95% CI tor Mean (14,3840, 28.2160) IQH 25.2500 S L Kw1 
Normality Test 
i------cC---c;C- ___ S'-''~tiSC'tiC;--,;d::-f _ _ - :-si~--~-
r- :.hsa~~;;-'Ii·:'C'f~:C~:~'------"'0:;:;"Cc3 --;';-0 - - - ,-CC200CO;;----==:J----, 
2~O 
TEST SCORE 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE') 
TIM E GROUP: 10..24 MOWHS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
138 
rR""-"d"-o-m-"v.CC";'b:::',======-~~_-_-_-_-_-_---,T~'CO,, -OCS-=,~"~,~(",BCCo::,,"~Om;3"-O-::'(M;O~R"'E"-~',,,))= =~ 
Vnlid Cases _-,= _ "M:::,,,,,,in.g Cases: 
17.6000 Stc Err 3.5124 Min 
20,5000 Variance 370,11 03 Max 
0.0 Percent Missing 
-20,0000 Skewness 
60.0000 S ESkew 
11 39 
5% Trim 17 ,3889 Std Dev 19.2383 Rcmge 80.0000 Kurtosis ,1316 
95% CI for Mean ( 1O.4163, 24,7837) lOR 25 ,7500 S E Kurt 
Normality Test· 
Statist ic df Significance t--;S;:-h,CCP;C:CCO-;;_WC;iIK:C'---~."'97;;',";----:;;;30 - ..c',,',,"c-------l 
K-S (Lillielors) > .2000 
139 
I Comparisorl 
Variable Number 01 Cases Mean SO SE of Mean 
TEST SCORE 
TOP 30 30 21.3000 18.521 3.382 
BOT 30 19.238 3.512 
Mean Difference _ 3 .7000 
l evene's Test for Equality of Variances F = ,092 P = .763 
t·Test for Equality 01 Means 
Vanances I-value 
Equal 





Mann-Whitney U - W ilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
Test Score by TOP 30lBOT 30 (MORE 1) 
Mean Rank Cases 
w 
33.23 30 TOP 30 
3Q BOT 30 
60 Total 




TOP 30 (MORE 1) 
-I ME GROwP: :>25 MON~!-'S 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TOP 30 (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: >25 MONTHS 
I 
I ~'_ _ ___ i"~" =" ='-----J ~ ~VEDVALUE(TfST SCORE) 
141 
Random Variable: Test Score (Top 30 (MORE 1)) 
Val id Cases' 30.0 Missing Cases 0.0 Percent Missing 00 
Mean 24 .11 67 Sid Err 3.3536 Min -11 .0000 Skewness 
Median 27.5000 Variance 337.4083 Max 56.5000 S ESkew 4269 
5% Trim 24.2593 Std De", 18.3667 Range 67 .5000 Kurtosis -.5567 
95% CI fo r Mean (17 .2577, 30.9756) IQR 24.2500 S E Kurt 6327 
Normality Test 
Statist ic Significance 
Shapiro-Wilks 9513 30 .2758 
K-S (Lillietors) 1075 30 > .2000 
142 
-EST SCORE 
BOnOM 30 (MORE 1) 
7'ME GROUP >25 MCNTi-iS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE 1) 
TIME GROUP: >25 MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE [TEST SCORE) 
143 
I Random Variable Test Score (Bottom 30 (MORE 1)) 
Valid Cases 30.0 Missing Cases 0.0 Percent Missing 00 
-19.0000 Skewness • 3872 
230000 Variance 3334299 Max 60 0000 S ESkew 
5% Tr'm 22.1481 Std Dev Range 79_0000 Kurtosis .1036 













SO SE 01 Mean 
TOP 30 18.369 
r =.068 P _ .796 
t-Tp.st 'or Equctlity 01 Means 
Variances t-value 2·Taii Sig SE of D:fference 95% CI for Difference 
413 636 (-7.218,11.718) 
Unequal 48 513.00 (-1.218,11.718) 
_ _ Mann-Whitney U . Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Tp.st 
Tes1 SCOrfl0Y TOP 3D/GOT 30 (MOnE 1) 
411,0 
Mean Rank Cases 
31,60 30 TOP 30 
29.40 3D. BOT 30 
60 Total 





TOP 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP, 0-9 MONTrlS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TOP 30 (MORE 2) 




OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
\ 46 















BOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) 
TIM E GROUP. C-9 MONTHS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) 




'" " " '" 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
148 
'" 
Random Var iable Test Score (Bottom 30 (MORE 2)) 
Valid Cases· 290 Missing Cases Percent MIssing 00 
Mean 20.0000 Std Err 2.7600 Min Skewness 
20 .0000 Var iance 50.0000 S ESkew 
5% Tr i'lI 19.7816 Std Dev 14.9116 Range 57.0000 Kurto:;i:; 
95% CI for Mean (14.3279. 25.6721) lOR 22.0000 S E Kurt 
Normali ty Test ----~~--;;---~c__ _ . ____ -1 
Statistic df Significance 
Shapiro-Wilks 29 8208 
K·S (Li ll iefors) 0675 29 
149 
Comparison 
Variable Number of Cases Mean so SE of Mean 
TEST SCORE 
TOP 30 21.5167 17_466 3_189 
~1~O~,:_,3~~ff'-"-"-'-_ ~1.5~1=67~---=------~~=-~14~.9~12~--~2~.7~69~~ 
~' s Test for Equality 01 Variances: F = .504 P '" _48 1 
I t Test lor Equality 0;c' M:;::'o-"c:'_ -::=-ccc;---=-
Variances t-value df 2-Tai l Sig SE of Diffe rence 95% CI for Difference 
Equal 36 57 722 4_235 (-6_965,9.999) 
Unequal 36 56_15 72 1 (-6.946 , 9_979) 
Mann-Whitney U - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
Test Score by TOP 30/BOT 30 (MORE 2) 
Mean Rank Cases 
w 
30 TOP 30 
28.48 29 BOT 30 
59 Total 
- 6674 






""'00 30 (MORE 2) 
-:-IME ,:;ROI,j P 10-24 MONT -! S 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TOP 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP 10-24 MONTHS 




Valid Cases: 30.0 Missing Cases: 
Mean 18.6167 Std Err 3.6189 Min 
Median 21.5000 Variance 392.8911 Max 
Test Score (Top 30 (MORE 2») 
0.0 Percent Missing 
·38.0000 Skewness 
57.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 19.7037 Sid Dev 19.8215 Range 95.0000 KLJrtosis 
95% CI for Mean (11.2152, 26.0181) lOR 27.2500 S E KLJrt 
Normality Test 






BOnOM 30 (MORE 2' 
TIM;:: GROJP: 1J·24 MONT~S 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP: 10-24 MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
153 




0.0 Percent Mi~sing 
-20.0000 Skewness 
42.0000 S ESkew 
Range 62.QOOO Kurtosis 
IQIl. 20.2500 S E Kurt 











Levene' s Test lor Equality of Var iances F = 1.580 P = .2 14 
tTest for Equality 01 Means 
Equal - 21 833 4.477 
95 '/~.~~fl0;.~i.~~;nce I 
Unequal - 21 ScLOO (-9.931.8.031) 
I
I 'Variances t-va lue 2-Tail Sig SE of Difference 
~---_ ____ ---!I 
Mann-Wh itney U Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
Test Score by TOP 3DIBOT 30 (MORE 2) 
Mean R<I~k Cases 
30.33 JQ GOT 30 
_______ . _ _ _ ~6~0_T~ot~" ________ _____ _____ 
Corrected fo r T ies 
2-Taileo P 
445.0 920.0 _ ----'".07"'4"-0 ___ -""'-"'--_______ _ 
J55 
TEST SCORE 
TOP 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP. >25 MONTHS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
TOP 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUp· >25 MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
156 
Random VarJ3ul:c,, - - - --- --"'Tec:;"OS=co:::,e"'TCC,''"3'''07.C{MonOrnRECC';;;)}---
Valid Cilses' Missing Cases 
17.7742 Std Err 3.2464 M'n 
17.0000 Variance 326.7140 Max 
Percent Missin(j 
-13.0000 S.~ewness 
53.0000 S ESkew 
17.5860 Sld Dev 18.0752 Range Kurtos is 
0.0 
95% C I jor Mean (11.1441, 24.4042) lOR 29.0000 S E Kurt 8208 
Normality Test 
Statist ic df Signif icance 
Shapiro-Wil ;';s .9663 31 4893 
K-S {li llic:ors) .0996 
157 
TEST SCORE 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUp· :>25 MONTHS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
BOTTOM 30 (MORE 2) 
TIME GROUP: >25 MONTHS 
OBSERVED VALUE (TEST SCORE) 
158 
Random Variab le 
_ Valid Cases' Missing Cases 
Mean 22.7C97 Std Err 2.8880 Min 
Median 24.0000 Variance 258.5629 Max 
Test Score (Bottom 30 (MOR~ 
0.0 Percent Missi:lg 
- 19.0000 Skewness 
56.5000 S ESkew 
2550 
5% Trim 22.9624 Std Dev 16.0799 Range 75.5000 Kurtosis .6269 






Mean Difference.,. -4.9355 
ComparisO/l 
Number of Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
18.075 3.246 





t-Test for Equality of Means 
2-Tail Sig SE of Difference 95% CI for Difference 
261 1-13.629.3.758) 
4.345 (-13.632.3.761) 
Mann-Whitney U • W,k:oxon Rank Sum W Test 
rest Score by TOP 30IBOT 30 (MORE 2) 
31 TOP 30 
Corrected for Ties 
W 
407.0 903.0 -1.0351 .3006 
160 
APPENDIXJ 
Random Variable Test Score (Top 11 (MORE 1)) 
Time Group: 0·9 Months 
f-",Vo""li d"-,C",ooc'"eoc' _----".:c1.0'---=M"'iss::::'"'L9 C""'"'e"' __ __ ,O,,O __ ~~~~n~' M~i'~Sing~~~__1 
13 .5<:55 Std Err fi .l027 Min 
Median 17.0000 Variance 409.6727 Max 
·24.0000 Skewness 
48.0000 S ESkew 
- 296~ 
fifi07 
5% Trim 13.7172 Std Dev 20.2404 Range 72.0000 Kurtos is .1165 
95% Cl lor Mean (- .0522. 27.143 1) lOR 28.0000 S E Ku rt 1.2794 
Normal'ty Test: 
K S (Lli li efors) ;. .2000 
~R~'-"d~Om~Vo~ria~b='"===============~~Te~"~S=co=~~'T=O~P'=i=(M~O~R~E~2~)~) -_-_-_-'~ 
Time Group: 0-9 Months 
Va li d Cases 11 .0 Missing Cases PereentMissing 0.0 
11 .6364 Std Er r 6.1041 Min -24.0000 Skewl"Iess 1608 
7.0000 Var iance 51 .0000 S E S:~ew (;607 
5% Trim 11.4293 Std Oev 20.2449 Range 75.0000 Kurtosis 6568 
95% CI for Mean (-I .9643, 25.2370) lOR 24.0000 S E Kurt 1.2794 
\Jormal ity Test 
==;;c:-___ "-S''''''' ''ist:::-ic_--;d::-' __ :::Sig''''n i f~a9-''4"'''C6 8:-------i 
=-ShaPiro . WilkS 9786 
~S (L11 I,efors) 1360 
16t 
Comparison 
Variable Number of Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
TEST SCORE 
TOP 11 (MOREl) 11 13.5455 20.240 6.103 
BOT 11 (MORE2) 11.6364 20.245 6.104 
Mean Difference = 1.9091 
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances F = 011 P= .919 
Equal 
Unequal I v"m'~' 
t-Test for Equality of Means 
df 2 Tall SI9 SE of Difference 95% CI for Difference 
20 827 (-16.100,19.918) 
8.631 (-16.100,19.918) 
Mann-Whitney U - Wik:;oxon Rank Sum W Test 
Test Score by TOPt1 (MORE1)fTOPll (MORE21 
Mean Rank Cases 
w 
11.95 11 TOP 11 (MOREl) 
11 BOT 11 (MORE2) 
Exact 2-Tailed P 
Corrected for Ties 
2-Tailed P 
- 3294 0.7418 
162 
I 
Random Variab l e_~, _ ______ --"T'="~S=OO'C",,'B="'=c":m":' l'C'=MO",R=E=1)"-c=J_--" 
Time Group: 0-9 MonUls 
I---CC"",lid=C=,=,,=, _ _ --,'=1.=0 _=M=,,,=!ng=C'="='_--,O=.O,---'CPe~cen t Missing 
26.7273 SId Err 6.4090 Min 
Median 27.0000 Variance 777.8182 Max 
32.0000 Skewness 
63.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 27.9747 SId Dev Range 95.0000 Kurtos is 
95% CI for Mean (7.9909, 45.4636) lOR 44 .0000 SE Kurt 
Normality Test 





Random varia=""", '--_ _____ --'T="CC' S=,=orc""=Bo='",,,m,.,',.,' ",M",O;c:RE='=J)_ ,--
Time Group: 0-9 Mortlhs 
Val id Cases: 11 .0 Missing Cases 
Mean 27.:;455 SId Er- 8 .1065 Min 
Met.l ian 29.0000 Variance 722.8727 Ma)( 
Percent Missing: 
-32.0000 Skewness 
63.0000 S ESkew 
-.9140 
5% Tr im 28.8838 SId DCII 26.8863 Range 95.0000 Kurtosis 1.1 216 
95% Gllot Mean (9.4830, 45.6079) lOR 36.0000 S E Kurt 1.2794 
NOrrl1ality T'.O"oct _ ___ ~~-~--~ 
Statistic dl SIgnificance 
Shapiro-Wi lks 9186 11 .3661 
163 
Comparison 
Variable Number of Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
TEST SCORE 
BOT 11 (MOREl) 11 26 .7273 27.889 8.409 
BOT 11 (MORE2) 11 26.886 
Mean Difference = 8182 
Levene's Test fo r Equality of Variances F ", .037 P = .849 
t-Test fo r Equality of Means 
Var iai1ces I-value df 2-Tail Sig SE of Difference 95% CI for Difference 
Equal 20 945 11.680 (-25.188,23.552) 
Unequal -.07 19.97 .945 (-25.188,23.552) 
Mann-Whitney U - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
Test Score by BOTll {MORE 1)/BOTI 1 (MORE2) 
Mean Rank Cases 
11.18 11 BOT 11 (MOREl) 
11 .82 11 BOT 11 (MORE2) 
22 Total 
Exact 2-Tailed P 
-.2305 
164 




Time Group: 10·24 Months i 
Varia~ l c ~
Number oi Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
TOP 30 (MORE1) 30 21.3000 18.521 
~~~O~RE~2~1_ ~~ __ ~~ ______ '~8~_61~6~7~~~ __ ~3=_6~19~ __ 
Mean Difference", 2.6833 
Levene's Test for Equality of VariiHiCcs' F"' .04 1 P",.64 1 
I-Test for Equal ity of Means 
Vanances I -value 2-Tail Sig SE of Difference 95% CI f::lr Difference 
Equal 54 58 590 (-7.233, 12.600) 
Uneq~al 57.74 4,953 (7.233, 12.600) 
~----- -----------------------------~ 
Mann-Whitney U - Wi,coxon R::mk Sum W Test 
Test Score by TOP30 (MORE1}ITOP30 (MORE2) 
Mean Rank. Cases 
W 
30 TOP 30 (MOREl) 
,lO TOP 30 (MORE2) 
60 Total 
Corrected for T ies 
2-Tailed P 
409 ,0 ~8~56",0,----__ ---,,= _ 
165 
Comparison 
Time Group: 10-24 Months 
Var iable Number of Cases Mean SD SE of Mean 
TEST SCORE 
BOT 30 (MOREt ) 
BOT 30 (MORE2) 
17.6000 19.238 
Mean Ditference _ -1.9667 
Levene' 5 Test fo r Equality of Variances F = 2. 101 ~ P= .1 53 
' -Test for Equality of Means 
Variances I-va lue df 2·T'1I1 Sig SE 01 Difference 95% CI for Difference 
Equal 45 58 656 4.391 (-10.758,6.825) 
Unequal 
Mann-Wh itney U - Wi lcoxon Rank Sum W Test 




Mean Rank Cases 
30 BOT 30 (MOREl) 
;m BOT 30 {MORE2} 
60 Total 
Corrected lor Ties 
2-Tai1OO P 
166 
(-, a 772, 6.839) 
Cernparisen 
Var ia~ Number of Cm;m; 
TEST SCORE 
TOP 30 (MORE1) 
OP 30 (MORE2) 
Mean Difference = 6.3425 
30 
31 
Levcnc· 5 Test for Equality of Variances F = 019 
limn Group: >25 Mer.Hls 
Mean I SD I SE of Mean 
17.7742 W.075 
P - .890 
3.354 
3.246 
t"Tes~ for Equality of Means 
df 2 Tail Sig SE of Difference 95% CI for Difference 
[qual 1.36 59 179 (-2.997.15.682) 
Unequa 1.36 58.86 <1.668 (-2.997, 15.684) 
r--- --------------~ 
Mean Rank Cases 
30 TOP 30 (MORE 1) 
28.18 .J.1 TOP 30 (MORE2) 
r-- - ____ --'6"-' _Tcco~=' ____________ ---j 




Time Group: >25 Months 
Variable Number of Cases SD SE of Mean 
TEST SCORE 
BOT 30 (MOREl) 
BOT 30 (MORE2) 
30 21 .8667 18.260 3.334 
2.888 22.7097 16.080 
Mean Di fference ~ 8430 
Levene' s Test for Equality of Variances F '" .309 p" .580 
t-Test for Equality of Means 
Var iances t-value d1 2-lai l Sig SE of Diffe rence 95% CI for Difference 
Equal - 19 .849 (-9.652,7.966) 
Unequal 19 57.54 .849 4411 (-9.674 , 7.988) 
Mann-Whitney U - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
l est Score by B0130 (MORE1)/B0130 (MORE2) 
Mean Rank Cases 
30.97 n BOT 30 (MOREZ) I 31 .03 30 BOT 30 (MOREl) 
r-____________ ~6~1_T~ct=" ______________________ ~ 
l U W 931 .0 
Corrected for l ies 




GENERA~ POP (BNCOC 
SALES EXPER1E:\iC ::: 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
GENERAL POP. (BNCOC) 
SALES EXPERIEI'JCE 
OBSERVED VALUE ITEST SCORE) 
169 
I Random Variable 
Valid Cases 23.0 Missing Cases: 
Test Score (Sales Experience) 
0.0 Percent Missing 
-24.0000 Skewness 
47.0000 S ESkew 
0.0 
5% Trim 9.0966 Std Dev 20.7724 Range 71.0000 Kurtosis - 9163 
95% CI for Mean (.3217.18_2870) IQR 36.0000 S E Kurt 9348 
NO'mality Test 
Statistic dl Sigrificance 
Shapiro-Wilks 9458 23 3078 
K-S (Lilliefors) 1299 
170 
TEST SCORE 
GENERA~ POP (BNCOC) 
NO S ...,~ =S i::X :::J ER E\JC:::: 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
GENERAL POP. (BNCOC) 
NO SALES EXPERIENCI-" 
OOSCRVCDVALU[ (TEST SCO'<.E) 
171 
Random Variable: 
Valid Cases: 31.0 Missing Cases 
Mean -12.3871 Sid Err 4.7825 Min 
Median -8.0000 Var iance 709.0452 Max 
Test Score (Sales E;w; per ience) 
0.0 Percent Missing 
-90.0000 Skewness 
27 .0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 10.40 14 Sid Dev Range 11 7.0000 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (-22.1543, -2.6199) IQR 37.0000 S E Kurt 
Normality Test 
Statistic df Significance 
Shapiro-Wilks .0175 






Number of Cases 1 Mean 1 SO I' 
T=:ST SCORE 
Sales Exp 23 9.3043 20.772 
INo 5,'" b,. 
F=.502 ? =.482 
I-Test for Equal ity of Mea~s 
4_331 
4.783 
Variances I-v"liue dI 2-T<l il Sig SE of Difference 95% CI fcr Difference 
Equal 3.24 52 .002 6.694 (fI .25<>, 35.1 27) 
U~equa l 3_3<> .001 6.452 (8.741,34.642) 
Mann-Whitney U - WilcoxOll Rank Sum W Test 
~Score by elv Sales ExpJ No CIV Sales Exp 
35 00 23 CIV Sales 
;n No CIV Sales 
__ _ _ ---"'-',4_T"O'=O' ___________ ----1 r 
~ M,,,R,,, 
U w 
Corrected for Ties 
2-Tailed P 
1840 ",80,,' ,-0 __ -== ___ -="--_______ ----' 
173 
APPENDlXK 
Mean 9.3043 Sid Err 4.3314 Min ·24.0000 Skewness 
47.0000 S ESkew Median 15.0000 Variance 431.4941 
5% Trim 9.0966 Sid Dev 
95% C l for Mean (.3217. 18.2870) 
Normality Test 
_.~haPiro~Wi l kS 
K-S (Lllllefors) 




Range 71.0000 Kurtosis 









Valid Cases: 28.0 Missing Cases: Percent Missing: 0.0 
Mean 20.5893 Std Err 4.2591 Min ·32.0000 Skewness 
63.0000 S ESkew Median 19.0000 Variance 507.9084 Max 
5% Trim 21.1865 Std Dev Range 95.0000 Kurtosis 
95% Cl for Mean (11.8504. 29.3282) lOR 32.7500 S E Kurt 
Normality Test 
Statistic df Significance 
Shapiro-Wilks .9655 4932 




r--~ Number of c~::Par ison Mean 
~E SD SE of Mean 
6NCOC (Sales Exp.) 23 9.3043 20.772 
TIE Recru iter 20.5893 4.259 
Mean Difference _ -11.2849 
Levene· s Test for Equality of Variancc=--- _F _ _ _ -'-P-=0".9"'80'---_ _ _ _ -1 
~. t·Test fo r Equality at Means t·va lue dI 2·TailSig SE of Difference 95% CI fo~ Differe nce 
Equal 49 071 6.124 (-23.595,1 .025) 
Unequal 069 6.075 (·23.501, .932) 
r- -----------------~ 
~bYNon-Rc~;~i~~~:,:t~:~e~ ~::~x:~::r~:~~U~m'-'W'-T'-"=,t-----~ 
Mean Rank. Cases 
W 
237.0 513.0 
22.30 23 Non-Recru i1e r wi Sales Exp 
28 TTE Recruiter 
51 Total 





ON EWA YANOVA 
Variable TEST SCORE 
By Var iable RECRUITER TIME GROUP 
Analysis of Variance 
i ·Source OF Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio F Prob. I Betw,," GCO"P' 7.0769 3.5385 0 .0098 0.900' 1 Within Groups 273 98262.1287 359.9345 
Tota 275 98269.2056 
Group Count Standard Standard Error 95 Pct ConI Int fo r 
Mean Deviation Mean 
O~9 MO 28 20.5893 22.5368 4.2591 11.8504 TO 29.3282 
10-24 MO 20.4828 18.7544 17.0336 TO 23.9319 
>25 MO 132 20.8182 18.3478 1.597 17.6590 TO 23.9774 
Total 18.9035 1.1379 18.4140 TO 22.8940 
GROUP MIN IMUM MAXIMUM 
O~9 MO ~32 63 
10-24 MO ~38 64 
>25 MO ~'6 
TOTAL 
Levene Test for Homogeneity of Variances 
Statist ic dt1 dl2 2-tail Sig 




GENERAL POP. (BNCOC) 
SA~t:S :::XPE~iEN:::: E 'MiNi.:S PRIOR "!:E:R .. JrERS 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
GENERAL POP. (BNCOC) 
SAL.FS FXP. (MINUS PRIOR RFCRUITFRS) 
10 
Random Var iable 
Valid Cases Missing Cases 
Mean 12.5625 Std Err 4.8930 Min 
Median 14.0000 Variance 383.0625 Max 
0.0 Percent Missing' 
-16.0000 Skewness 
47.000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 12.2361 SId Dev 19.5720 Range 63.0000 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (2.1333. 22.9917) IQR 34.5000 S E Kurt 
Normali ty Test 
Statistic Significance 
Shapiro-Wilks 9542 15 537 1 











12.5625 19.5720 4.8930 
lc'.:.:e~-'-'~':c~iC:c:I:cc'~"~~=~R~, -;:-;:c;:::- ---=28- - __ 20.5893 22.537 4.259 
Levene ' s Tesl for Equal ity of Variances_--,-Fo-,',,' :o-9 __ ~Po-,-.-,70-,-' _ ___ --I 
~ _ ___ _ _ I-Test lor E'quality OIMe"""""_--::=-c~-=c _ _ ---j 
Varia nces I-va L,;e d~ 2-Tatl Sig SE of Difference 95% CI for Diffemnce 
Equal -1. 19 42 0.241 6.746 1-23.595,1.025) 
Unequal -1.24 35 .14 0.224 6.487 (-23.501 , .932) 
----------------------------~ 
r-_ _ _ ~T'o~"~'SC~-~:~":-'-;~~i:.~p~ ~~;::oxonAankSu~m-'-w-'-T-'-"~' _ _ _ __ ~ 
Mea., Rank Cases 
19.31 16 Samplo Group = Nonreer W/Saies Exp (Mim;s Prior Reer) 
ga Sample Group = Tl E Recruiter 
r-- ------ ...... ,;,; Total 
'--'3"'09"'.0'-__ --"'1 2448 
Corroeted lor Ties 
2-Tai led P 




Random Var iable Percent Success (MORE 1) 
Valid Cases 131 0 Missing Cases: 00 Percent Missing 
Mean 133.1895 Std Err 6.1419 Min Skewness 
Median 123.611 1 Variance 4941.752 Max 699.0000 S E Skew 
5% Trim 125.0974 Sid Dev Range 660.5529 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (121 .0384, 145.3406) lOR 46.1826 S E Kurt 
Random Variable: Test Score 
Valid Cases: Missing Cases 0.0 Percent Missing 





Median 23.0000 Variance 396.4279 Max 64.0000 S ESkew .2166 
5%Trim 21.6802 StdDev 19.9105 Range 92.0000 Kurtosis -.0092 
95% CI for Mean (17.8294, 24.7126) lOR 26.0000 S E Kurt 
180 
.SANT A ANA BAn ALiON 
Random Var iable Percent Success (MORE-i~ 
Valid Cases: 145.0 Missing Cases: 0.0 Percent Missing 
11 1.4965 Sid Er r Skewness 
Median 102.5263 Variance 1917.417 Max 295.6000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 107.3583 Sid Dcv Range 257.8263 Kurtosis 
95% C I f o~ Mean (104.3088, 118.6841) IQR 43.1188 SEKurt 4001 
----- ------------------------------~ 
Random Var iable Test Score 
Mean 20_0966 Std Err 1.4945 Min -38.0000 Skcwr1Cs.'l - 5362 
Median 22.0000 Va~iaxc 323.8795 Max 63.0000 S ESkew .2014 
5% Trim 20.6360 StdDev 17.9967 Range 101.0000 KlJrtosis .4593 
95% CI fer Mean (17 .1425, 23.0506) lOR 23 .0000 S E KlJr1 
18 1 
""Ro:Ccd:;Co=m~V"C:"C;eb:;CleC-, ___ -'B"'A,LTIMORE BATTAL~~r~ent Success (MORE 2) 
Valid Cases 129.0 Missing Cases: Percent Missing 
Mean 73.7737 Std Err 1.1930 
Median 72.3333 Variance 100.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 73.7304 Std Dev 13.5495 Range 61.9273 Kurtosis 0275 
95% CI for Mean (71.4132, 76.1342) IQR 
Valid Cases 129.0 Missing Cases 
Mean 21.2364 Sid Err 
23.0000 Variance 
5% Trim 21.6443 Sid Dev 19.9814 





14.1610 S E Kurt 
Test Score 
0.0 Percent Missing: 
-28.0000 Skewness 
64.0000 S ESkew 
92.0000 Kurtosis 






SANTA ANA BAn AllaN 
Random Variable Percent Success (MORE 2) 
Mean 68.1483 Sici Err 1.1885 Min Skewness 
Median 66.9757 Variance 100.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 68.1754 S1d Dev 14.1627 Range 70.1000 Kurtosis 
95% CI for Mean (65.7987, 70.4979) lOR 
Rand::>m Variable 
20.0986 Std Err 1.5247 Min 
22.0000 Variance 330.0895 Max 
17.3465 S E Kurt 
Test Score 
-38.0000 Skewness 
63.0000 S E Skew 
20.6448 SId Dev 18.1684 Rar.ge 101.0000 Kurt::>s is 









NORMAL 0-0 PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 1) 
BALTIMORE BATTALION 
184 
Random Variable Percent SlJCcess (MORE I) 
I Valid Cases Missing Cases Percent Missing 
iMean 133.1895 Stc Err 6.1419 Min 38.4471 Skewness 4.6153 
Mecian 123.61 11 Var iance 494 1.752 Max 699.0000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 125.0974 Stc Dev 70.2976 Range 660.5529 Kurtosis 32.6051 
95% C I lor Mean (121.0384. 145.3406) lOR S E Kurt 




SANTA ANA 8;',~TAL ,OI\ 
P;::RCE,\ ~ SU~C=":::S ____ _ 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 1) 
SANTA ANA BATTALION 
186 
" RO::,=odC:om=V,C;ria:O;;b"'le:C- - .. -- -------.-- - --';;Pe=,,=eo::C, S"'o=cc=ee:::-, '"IM"'ORmE'<"} - - , 
Valid Cases 145.0 Missing Cases' 0.0 Percent Mis5ing 
111,'-:965 Std Err 3.6364 Min Skewness 
102.5263 Variance 295.6000 S ESkew 
5% Trim 107,3583 Std Dev 43.7883 Range 257 .8263 Kunosis 
95% C I tor Mean (104.308fl. 118.(841) tQR 43.1188 SEKurl 
Statistic df Signif icance 









NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 2) 
BALTIMORE BATTALION 
188 
Random Var:ab e: Percent Success (MORE 2) 
Valid Cases 129.0 Missing Cases' 0.0 Percent Missing' 0.0 
IMea, Median 73.7737 Std Er' 1.1 930 72.3333 Var;flnce 38.0727 SKewness 100.0000 S ESkew 2132 
5 % Trim 73.7304 Std Dev 13.5495 Range 6 1.9273 Kurtos is -.0275 
95% CI for Mean (71.4132. 76.1 342) lOR S E Kurt 
Statistic 01 






SANTA ANA BATTALION 
NORMAL Q-Q PLOT 
PERCENT SUCCESS (MORE 2) 
SANTA ANA BATTALION 
OBSERVED VALUE 
190 
RandomVanable· Percent Success (MORE 2) 
Valid Cases 142.0 Missing Cases: 0.0 Percent Missing· 
Mean 68.1483 Std Err 1.1885 Min 29.9000 SKewness 
100.0000 S ESkew Median 66.9757 Variance 200.5815 Max 
5% Trim 68.1754 Std Oev 
95% CI for Mean (65.7987. 70.4979) 
Statistic dI 
K-S(Lill iefors) 
Range 70.1000 Kurtosis 








I Mann-Whitney U - Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Tes' ~ 
~ ____ ~PE~R~C=EN~T~S=UC~C~E~SS~(=MO~R~E~ll~b~YB~A~n~A=LI=ON~ __ 
Mean Rank Cases ~.9~9~--~13~'~B~An~AL~'O~N~'~B~AL~T~IM~OR~E~---------------' 
6944.0 
ill BATTALION = SANTA ANA 
276 Tota l 
W 
20697.0 -3,8563 
Mann-Whitney U Wilcoxon Rank Sum W Test 
Corrected for hes 
2-Tai led P 
0.0001 
Mean Rank PERCEN~a~~~CESS (MORE 2~1 ~by~B~An=AL~IO~N __________ --l 
129 BATTALION _ BALTIMORE 
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